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Executive summary
The Lancet Countdown is an international collaboration
established to provide an independent, global monitoring
system dedicated to tracking the emerging health profile
of the changing climate.
The 2020 report presents 43 indicators across
five sections: climate change impacts, exposures, and
vulnerabilities; adaptation, planning, and resilience for
health; mitigation actions and health co-benefits; econo
mics and finance; and public and political engagement.
This report represents the findings and consensus of
the 35 leading academic institutions and UN agencies
that make up The Lancet Countdown, and draws on the
expertise of climate scientists, geographers, engineers,
experts in energy, food, and transport, economists, social,
and political scientists, data scientists, public health
professionals, and doctors.

The emerging health profile of the changing climate
5 years ago, countries committed to limit global warming
to “well below 2°C” as part of the landmark Paris
Agreement. 5 years on, global carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions continue to rise steadily, with no convincing
or sustained abatement, resulting in a rise in the global
average temperature of 1·2°C. Indeed, the five hottest
years on record have occurred since 2015.
The changing climate has already produced consid
erable shifts in the underlying social and environmental
determinants of health at the global level. Indicators
in all domains of section 1 (climate change impacts,
exposures, and vulnerabilities) are worsening. Concern
ing, and often accelerating, trends were seen for each of
the human symptoms of climate change monitored, with
the 2020 indicators presenting the most worrying out
look reported since The Lancet Countdown was first
established.
These effects are often unequal, disproportionately
impacting populations who have contributed the least to
the problem. This fact reveals a deeper question of justice,
whereby climate change interacts with existing social
and economic inequalities and exacerbates longstanding
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trends within and between countries. An examination of
the causes of climate change revealed similar issues, and
many carbon-intensive practices and policies lead to poor
air quality, poor food quality, and poor housing quality,
which disproportionately harm the health of disadvantaged
populations.
Vulnerable populations were exposed to an additional
475 million heatwave events globally in 2019, which was,
in turn, reflected in excess morbidity and mortality
(indicator 1.1.2). During the past 20 years, there has been
a 53·7% increase in heat-related mortality in people older
than 65 years, reaching a total of 296 000 deaths in 2018
(indicator 1.1.3). The high cost in terms of human lives
and suffering is associated with effects on economic
output, with 302 billion h of potential labour capacity lost
in 2019 (indicator 1.1.4). India and Indonesia were among
the worst affected countries, seeing losses of potential
labour capacity equivalent to 4–6% of their annual gross
domestic product (indicator 4.1.3). In Europe in 2018, the
monetised cost of heat-related mortality was equivalent
to 1·2% of regional gross national income, or the average
income of 11 million European citizens (indicator 4.1.2).
Turning to extremes of weather, advancements in
climate science allow for greater accuracy and certainty
in attribution; studies from 2015 to 2020 have shown the
fingerprints of climate change in 76 floods, droughts,
storms, and temperature anomalies (indicator 1.2.3).
Furthermore, there was an increase in the number of
days people were exposed to a very high or extremely
high risk of wildfire between 2001–04 and 2016–19
in 114 countries (indicator 1.2.1). Correspondingly,
67% of global cities surveyed expected climate change to
seriously compromise their public health assets and
infrastructure (indicator 2.1.3).
The changing climate has downstream effects,
impacting broader environmental systems, which in
turn harm human health. Global food security is
threatened by rising temperatures and increases in the
frequency of extreme events; global yield potential for
major crops declined by 1·8–5·6% between 1981 and
2019 (indicator 1.4.1). The climate suitability for infectious
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disease transmission has been growing rapidly since the 1 The health-care sector, which was responsible for 4·6%
1950s, with a 15·0% increase for dengue caused by Aedes of global greenhouse gas emissions in 2017, is taking
albopictus in 2018, and regional increases for malaria and early but important steps to reduce its own emissions
Vibrio bacteria (indicator 1.3.1). Projecting forward, based (indicator 3.6). In the UK, the National Health Service has
on current populations, between 145 million people and 5 declared an ambition to deliver a net-zero health service
565 million people face potential inundation from rising as soon as possible, building on a decade of impressive
sea levels (indicator 1.5).
progress in reducing delivery of care emissions by 57%
Despite these clear and escalating signs, the global since 1990, and by 22% when considering the service’s
response to climate change has been muted and national supply chain and broader responsibilities. Elsewhere, the
efforts continue to fall short of the commitments made in 10 Western Australian Department of Health used its 2016
the Paris Agreement. The carbon intensity of the global Public Health Act to conduct Australia’s first climate and
energy system has remained almost flat for 30 years, health inquiry, and the German Federal Ministry of
with global coal use increasing by 74% during this time Health has established a dedicated department on health
(indicators 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). The reduction in global coal protection and sustainability responsible for climateuse that had been observed since 2013 has now reversed 15 related matters. This progress is becoming more evenly
for the past 2 consecutive years: coal use rose by 1·7% distributed around the world, with 73% of countries
from 2016 to 2018. The health burden is substantial— making explicit references to health and wellbeing in
more than 1 million deaths occur every year as a result of their Nationally Determined Contributions under the
air pollution from coal-fired power, and some 390 000 of Paris Agreement, and 100% of countries in the Souththese deaths were a result of particulate pollution in 2018 20 East Asia and Eastern Mediterranean regions doing so
(indicator 3.3). The response in the food and agri (indicator 5.4). Similarly, least-developed countries and
cultural sector has been similarly concerning. Emissions small island developing states are providing increasing
from livestock grew by 16% from 2000 to 2017, with global leadership within the UN General Debate on
93% of emissions coming from ruminant animals the connections between health and climate change
(indicator 3.5.1). Likewise, increasingly unhealthy diets 25 (indicator 5.4).
are becoming more common worldwide, with excess red
Individual health professionals and their associations
meat consumption contributing to some 990 000 deaths are also responding well, with health institutions
in 2017 (indicator 3.5.2). 5 years on from when countries committing to divest more than $42 billion worth of
reached an agreement in Paris, a concerning number of assets from fossil fuels (indicator 4.2.4). In academia, the
indicators are showing an early, but sustained, reversal of 30 publication of original research on health and climate
previously positive trends identified in past reports changed has increased by a factor of eight from 2007 to
(indicators 1.3.2, 3.1.2, and 4.2.3).
2019 (indicator 5.3).
These shifts are being translated into the broader public
A growing response from health professionals
discourse. From 2018 to 2019, the coverage of health and
Despite little economy-wide improvement, relative gains 35 climate change in the media increased by 96% worldwide,
have been made in several key sectors: from 2010 to 2017, outpacing the increased coverage of climate change
the average annual growth rate in renewable energy overall, and reaching the highest observed point to date
capacity was 21%, and low-carbon electricity was respon (indicator 5.1). Just as it did with advancements in
sible for 28% of capacity in China in 2017 (indicator 3.1.3). sanitation and hygiene and with tobacco control, growing
However, the indicators presented in the 2020 report 40 and sustained engagement from the health profession
of The Lancet Countdown suggest that some of the during the past 5 years is now beginning to fill a crucial
most considerable progress was seen in the growing gap in the global response to climate change.
momentum of the health profession’s engagement with
climate change globally. Doctors, nurses, and the broader The next 5 years: a joint response to two public health
profession have a central role in health system adaptation 45 crises
and mitigation, in understanding and maximising the Dec 12, 2020, will mark the anniversary of the 2015 Paris
health benefits of any intervention, and in communicating Agreement, with countries set to update their national
the need for an accelerated response.
commitments and review these commitments every
In the case of adaptation in national health systems, 5 years. These next 5 years will be pivotal. To reach
this change is underway. Impressively, health services 50 the 1·5°C target and limit temperature rise to “well
in 86 countries are now connected with their equivalent below 2°C”, the 56 gigatonnes of CO2 equivalent (GtCO2e)
meteorological services to assist in health adaptation currently emitted annually will need to drop to 25 GtCO2e
planning (indicator 2.2). At least 51 countries have within only 10 years (by 2030). In effect, this decrease will
developed plans for national health adaptation, and global require a 7·6% reduction every year, representing an
spending in health adaptation rose to 5·3% of all adapta 55 increase in current levels of national government
tion spending in 2018–19, reaching US$18·4 billion ambition of a factor of five. Without further intervention
in 2019 (indicators 2.1.1 and 2.4).
during the next 5 years, the reductions required to
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achieve this target increase to 15·4% every year, moving 1 the next 5 years, a period that is crucial in determining
the 1·5°C target out of reach.
whether temperatures will remain “well below 2°C”.
The need for accelerated efforts to tackle climate change Unless the global COVID-19 recovery is aligned with the
during the next 5 years will be contextualised by the response to climate change, the world will fail to meet the
impacts of, and the global response to, the COVID-19 5 target laid out in the Paris Agreement, damaging public
pandemic. With the loss of life from the pandemic and health in the short term and long term.
from climate change measured in the hundreds of
thousands, the potential economic costs measured in Introduction
the trillions, and the broader consequences expected to The world has already warmed by more than 1·2°C
continue for years to come, the measures taken to address 10 compared with preindustrial levels, resulting in profound,
both of these public health crises must be carefully immediate, and rapidly worsening health effects, and
examined and closely linked. Health professionals are moving dangerously close to the agreed limit of main
well placed to act as a bridge between the two issues, taining temperatures “well below 2°C”.1–4 These health
and analogically considering the clinical approach to impacts are seen on every continent, with the ongoing
managing a patient with COVID-19 might be useful in 15 spread of dengue virus across South America, the
understanding the ways in which these two public health cardiovascular and respiratory effects of record heatwaves
crises should be jointly addressed.
and wildfires in Australia, western North America, and
First, in an acute setting, a high priority is placed on western Europe, and the undernutrition and mental
rapidly diagnosing and comprehensively assessing the health effects of floods and droughts in China, Bangladesh,
situation. Likewise, further work is required to understand 20 Ethiopia, and South Africa.5–8 In the long term, climate
the problem, including: which populations are vulnerable change threatens the very foundations of human health
to both the pandemic and to climate change; how global and wellbeing, with the Global Risks Report9 registering
and national economies have reacted and adapted, and climate change as one of the five most damaging or
the health and environmental consequences of these probable global risks every year for the past decade.
actions; and which aspects of these shifts should be 25 It is clear that human and environmental systems are
retained to support longer term, sustainable development. inextricably linked, and that any response to climate
Second, appropriate resuscitation and treatment options change must harness, rather than damage, these con
are reviewed and administered, with careful consideration nections.10 Indeed, a response commensurate to the size
of any potential side-effects, the goals of care, and the life- of the challenge, which prioritises strengthening healthlong health of the patient. Economic recovery packages 30 care systems, invests in local communities, and ensures
that prioritise outdated forms of energy and transport clean air, safe drinking water, and nourishing food, will
that are fossil fuel intensive will have unintended side- provide the foundations for future generations to not only
effects, unnecessarily adding to the 7 million people that survive, but to thrive.11 Evidence suggests that being more
die every year from air pollution. Instead, investments in ambitious than current climate policies by limiting
health imperatives, such as renewable energy and clean 35 warming to 1·5°C by 2100 would generate a net global
air, active travel infrastructure and physical activity, and benefit of US$264–610 trillion.12 The economic case of
resilient and climate-smart health care, will ultimately be expanding ambition is further strengthened when the
more effective than these outdated methods.
benefits of a healthier workforce and reduced health-care
Finally, attention turns to secondary prevention and costs are considered.13–15
long-term recovery, seeking to minimise the permanent 40 The present day effects of climate change will continue
effects of the disease and prevent recurrence. Many of to worsen without meaningful intervention. These
the steps taken to prepare for unexpected shocks, such as tangible, if less visible, impacts on public health have so
a pandemic, are similar to those required to adapt to the far resulted in a delayed and inadequate policy response.
extremes of weather and new threats expected from By contrast, and on a considerably shorter timescale,
climate change. These steps include the need to identify 45 COVID-19, the disease caused by severe acute respi
vulnerable populations, assess the capacity of public ratory syndrome coronavirus 2, has rapidly developed
health systems, develop and invest in preparedness into a global public health emergency. Since COVID-19
measures, and emphasise community resilience and was first detected in December, 2019, the loss of life and
equity. Indeed, without considering the current and livelihoods has occurred with staggering speed. However,
future impacts of climate change, efforts to prepare for 50 as for climate change, much of the impact is expected to
future pandemics are likely to be undermined.
unfold over the coming months and years, and is likely to
At every step and in both cases, acting with a level disproportionately affect vulnerable populations as both
of urgency proportionate to the scale of the threat, adhering the direct effects of the virus, and the indirect effects of
to the best available science, and practising clear and the response to the virus, are felt throughout the world.
consistent communications, are paramount. The conse 55 Several lessons and parallels between climate change
quences of the pandemic will contextualise the economic, and COVID-19 are discussed in panel 1, focusing on the
social, and environmental policies of governments during response to, and the recovery from, the two health crises.
www.thelancet.com Vol 396
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Panel 1: Health, climate change, and COVID-19
As of Nov 9, 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has spread to
190 countries, with more than 50 493 000 cases confirmed and
more than 1 257 700 deaths recorded.16 The scale and extent of
the suffering, and the social and economic toll, will continue to
evolve over the coming months, with the effects of the pandemic
likely to be felt for years to come.17 The relationship between the
spread of existing and novel infectious diseases, worsening
environmental degradation, deforestation, and change in land
use, and animal ill health has long been analysed and described.
Equally, both climate change and COVID-19 act to exacerbate
existing inequalities within and between countries.18–20
As a direct consequence of the pandemic, an 8% reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions is projected for 2020, which would be
the most rapid 1-year decline on record.21 Crucially, these
reductions do not represent the decarbonisation of the economy
required to respond to climate change, but simply the freezing of
economic activity. Equally, the 1·4% reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions that followed the 2008 global financial crisis was
proceeded by a rebound, with emissions rising by 5·9% in 2010.
Likewise, it is unlikely that the current fall in emissions will be
sustained, with any reductions being potentially outweighed by
a shift away from otherwise ambitious policies for climate
change mitigation. However, this route need not be taken.21
Over the next 5 years, considerable financial, social, and political
investment will be required to continue to protect populations
and health systems from the worst effects of COVID-19, to safely
restart and restructure national and local economies, and to
rebuild in a way that prepares for future economic and public
health shocks. Harnessing the health co-benefits of climate
change mitigation and adaptation will ensure the economic,
social, and environmental sustainability of these efforts, while
providing a framework that encourages investment in local
communities and health systems and synergises with existing
health challenges.22
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In climate-related health adaptation, decision making under
deep uncertainty necessitates the use of the principles of
flexibility, robustness, economic low regrets, and equity to guide
decisions.24 At the broader level, reducing poverty and
strengthening health systems will both stimulate and restructure
economies, and are among the most effective measures to
enhance community resilience to climate change.3

10

Turning to mitigation, at a time when more and more
countries are closing down the last of their coal-fired power
plants and oil prices are reaching record lows, the fossil fuel
sector is expected to be more affected than is the renewable
energy sector.21 If done with care and adequate protection for
15
workers, government stimulus packages are well placed to
prioritise investment in healthier, cleaner forms of energy.
The response to COVID-19 has encouraged a rethinking of the
scale and pace of ambition. Health systems have restructured
services practically overnight to conduct millions of primary
20
care and specialist appointments online, and a sudden switch
to online work and virtual conferencing has shifted investment
towards communications infrastructure instead of aviation
and road transport.25,26 A number of these changes should be
reviewed, improved on, and retained over the coming years.
25

It is clear that a growing body of literature and rhetoric will be
inadequate to respond to climate change, and this work must
take advantage of the moment to combine public health and
climate change policies in a way that addresses inequality
30 directly. The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change’s
26th Conference of the Parties, which is postponed to 2021
and is set to be in Glasgow, UK, presents an immediate
opportunity to ensure the long-term effectiveness of the
response to COVID-19 by linking the recovery to countries’
35 revised commitments (Nationally Determined Contributions)
under the Paris Agreement. The solution to one economic and
public health crisis must not exacerbate another, and, in the
Multiple, ready-to-go examples of such alignment are available,
long term, the response to COVID-19 and climate change will
such as commonalities between future pandemic preparedness
be the most successful when they are closely aligned.
and effective health adaptation to climate-related impacts.23
40

For Peter Byass’ obituary see
Obituary Lancet 2020; 396: 752

The Lancet Countdown exists as an independent,
Where the COVID-19 pandemic has direct implications
multidisciplinary collaboration dedicated to tracking the for an indicator being reported (and where accurate data
links between public health and climate change. It brings 45 exists to allow meaningful commentary), these implica
together 35 academic institutions and UN agencies from tions are discussed in-text. Beyond this deviation, the
every continent, and structures its work across five key 2020 report of The Lancet Countdown maintains focus
sections: climate change impacts, exposures, and vulner on the connections between public health and climate
abilities; adaptation, planning, and resilience for health; change, and the collaboration worked hard to ensure the
mitigation actions and health co-benefits; economics and 50 continued high quality of its indicators, with only minor
finance; and public and political engagement (panel 2). amendments and omissions resulting from the ongoing
The 43 indicators and conclusions presented in this disruptions.
report are the cumulative result of the past 8 years of
collaboration, and represent the consensus of climate Expanding and strengthening a global monitoring
scientists, geographers, engineers, experts in energy, 55 system for health and climate change
food, and transport, economists, social and political The Lancet Countdown’s work draws on decades of
scientists, public health professionals, and doctors.
underlying scientific progress and data, with the initial
4
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Panel 2: The indicators of the 2020 report of The Lancet Countdown
Climate change impacts, exposures, and vulnerabilities
1.1: health and heat
1.1.1: vulnerability to the extremes of heat
1.1.2: exposure of vulnerable populations to heatwaves
1.1.3: heat-related mortality
1.1.4: change in labour capacity
1.2: health and extreme weather events
1.2.1: wildfires
1.2.2: flood and drought
1.2.3: lethality of extreme weather events
1.3: climate-sensitive infectious diseases
1.3.1: climate suitability for infectious disease
transmission
1.3.2: vulnerability to mosquito-borne diseases
1.4: food security and undernutrition
1.4.1: terrestrial food security and undernutrition
1.4.2: marine food security and undernutrition
1.5: migration, displacement, and rising sea levels
Adaptation, planning, and resilience for health
2.1: adaptation planning and assessment
2.1.1: national adaptation plans for health
2.1.2: national assessments of climate change impacts,
vulnerability, and adaptation for health
2.1.3: city-level climate change risk assessments
2.2: climate information services for health
2.3: adaptation delivery and implementation
2.3.1: detection, preparedness, and response to health
emergencies
2.3.2: air conditioning: benefits and harms
2.3.3: urban green space
2.4: spending on adaptation for health and health-related
activities
Mitigation actions and health co-benefits
3.1: energy system and health
3.1.1: carbon intensity of the energy system
3.1.2: coal phase-out
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3.1.3: zero-carbon emission electricity
3.2: clean household energy
3.3: premature mortality from ambient air pollution by sector
3.4: sustainable and healthy transport
3.5: food, agriculture, and health
3.5.1: emissions from agricultural production and
consumption
3.5.2: diet and health co-benefits
3.6: mitigation in the health-care sector
Economics and finance
4.1: the health and economic costs of climate change and
benefits from mitigation
4.1.1: economic losses due to climate-related extreme
events
4.1.2: costs of heat-related mortality
4.1.3: loss of earnings from heat-related reduction in labour
capacity
4.1.4: costs of the health impacts of air pollution
4.2: the economics of the transition to zero-carbon economies
4.2.1: investment in new coal capacity
4.2.2: investments in zero-carbon energy and energy
efficiency
4.2.3: employment in low-carbon and high-carbon
industries
4.2.4: funds divested from fossil fuels
4.2.5: net value of fossil fuel subsidies and carbon prices
Public and political engagement
5.1: media coverage of health and climate change
5.2: individual engagement in health and climate change
5.3: coverage of health and climate change in scientific
journals
5.4: government engagement in health and climate change
5.5: corporate sector engagement in health and climate
change

40

indicator set selected as part of an open, global con the scientific and data landscape, each annual update
sultation that sought to identify which of the connections replaces the analysis from previous years. The methods,
between health and climate change could be meaningfully sources of data, and improvements for each indicator
tracked.27 Proposals for indicators were considered and 45 are described in full in the appendix, which is an
adopted on the basis of numerous criteria, including the essential companion to the main report.
existence of a credible underlying link between climate
The 2020 report of The Lancet Countdown reflects an
change and health that was well described in the scientific enor
mous amount of work done during the past
literature; the availability of reliable and regularly updated 12 months to refine and improve these indicators,
data across expanded geographical and temporal scales; 50 including the annual update of the data. Several key
the presence of acceptable methods for monitoring; developments have occurred.
and the relevance to policy and availability of actionable
Methods and datasets have been strengthened and stan
interventions.
dardised for indicators that capture heat and heatwaves,
An iterative and adaptive approach has substantively floods and droughts, wildfires, the climate suitability
improved most of these initial indicators and resulted 55 for infectious disease transmission, food security and
in the development of several additional indicators. under
nutrition, health adaptation spending, food and
Given this approach, and the rapidly evolving nature of agriculture, low-carbon health care, the economics of
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For more on the data
visualisation platform see
lancetcountdown.org/dataplatform

6

air pollution, and engagement in health and climate 1 Section 1: climate change impacts, exposures,
change from the media, the scientific community, and and vulnerabilities
individuals.
A changing climate threatens to undermine the past
Geographical or temporal coverage have been improved 50 years of gains in public health, disrupting the
or expanded for indicators that track heat and heatwaves, 5 wellbeing of communities and the foundations on
labour capacity loss, floods and droughts, the climate which health systems are built.28 The effects of climate
suitability for infectious disease transmission, climate change are pervasive and impact the food, air, water, and
change risk assessments in cities, the use of clean shelter that society depend on, extending across every
household energy, and household air pollution.
region of the world and every income group. These
New indicators have been developed to explore heat- 10 effects act to exacerbate existing inequities, with
related mortality, migration and population displacement, vulnerable populations within and between countries
access to urban green space, the health benefits of low- affected more frequently and with a more lasting
carbon diets, the economic costs of extremes of heat and impact.3
of labour capacity loss, net carbon pricing, and the extent
Section 1 of the 2020 report tracks the links between
to which the UN Framework Convention on Climate 15 climate change and human health along several exposure
Change’s (UNFCCC) Nationally Determined Contributions pathways, from the climate signal through to the resulting
(NDCs) engage with public health.
health outcome. This section begins by examining sev
This continued progress has been supported by eral dimensions of the effects of heat and heatwaves,
The Lancet Countdown’s scientific advisory group and ranging from exposure and vulnerability through to
the creation of a new, independent, quality improvement 20 labour capacity and mortality (indicators 1.1.1–1.1.4). The
process, which provided independent expert input on indicator on heat-related mortality has been developed
the indicators before the formal peer review process, for the 2020 report, and, although ongoing work will
adding rigour and transparency to the collaboration’s strengthen these findings in subsequent years, this
research. In every case, the most up-to-date data avail indicator complements existing indicators on exposure
able are presented, with the precise nature and timing 25 and vulnerability to heat and represents an important
of these updates varying depending on the data source. step forward.
This presentation of data has occurred despite the
Indicators 1.2.1–1.2.3 navigate the effects of extreme
impact of COVID-19, which has only affected the weather events, tracking wildfires, floods and droughts,
production of a small subset of indicators for this report. and the lethality of extreme weather events. The wildfire
The Lancet Countdown has also taken several steps to 30 indicator now tracks the risk of, and the exposure to,
ensure that it has the expertise, data, and representation wildfires, the classification of drought has been updated
required to build a global monitoring system. Partnering to better align with climate change trends, and the
with Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, and Universidad attribution of the health effects of extreme weather events
Peruana Cayetano Heredia, Lima, Peru, the collaboration to climate change is presented. The climate suitability
launched two new regional offices for South America (in 35 for the transmission of infectious diseases and the
Lima), and for Asia (in Beijing), and developed a new vulnerability of populations to infectious diseases were
partnership to build capacity in west Africa. This monitored, and so too were the evolving impacts of
expansion is coupled with ongoing work to develop climate change on terrestrial and marine food security
national and regional Lancet Countdown reports in (indicators 1.3.1–1.4.2). The consideration of regional
Australia (in partnership with the Medical Journal of 40 variation provided robust estimates of the effects of
Australia), the EU (in partnership with the European rising temperatures on crop yield potential. Indicator 1.5,
Environment Agency), China, and the USA. At the same which tracks exposure to rising sea levels in the context
time, a new data visualisation platform has been launched, of migration and displacement, the resulting health
allowing health professionals and policy makers to effects, and policy responses, closes this section.
investigate the indicators in this report.
45
Future work will concentrate on supporting these Indicator 1.1: health and heat
regional and national efforts, building capacity for Exposure to high temperatures and heatwaves results in a
communications and engagement, developing new range of negative health impacts, from morbidity and
indicators (with a particular interest in developing mortality due to heat stress and heatstroke to exacerba
indicators related to mental health and gender), and 50 tions of cardiovascular and respiratory disease.29,30 The
further improving existing indicators. To this end, the worst affected are those older than 65 years, those with
continued growth of The Lancet Countdown depends on disabilities or pre-existing medical conditions, those
the dedication of each of its composite experts and working outdoors or in non-cooled environments, and
partners, continued support from the Wellcome Trust, those living in regions already at the limits for human
and ongoing input and offers of support from new 55 habitation.31 The following indicators track the vulnera
academic institutions willing to build on the analysis bilities, exposures, and impacts of heat and heatwaves in
published in this report.
every region of the world.
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Indicator 1.1.1: vulnerability to the extremes of heat—headline
finding: vulnerability to the extremes of heat continues to
increase in every region of the world, led by populations in
Europe, with the Western Pacific region, South-East Asia
region, and the African region all seeing an increase of more
than 10% since 1990
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1·0
This indicator re-examines the index results presented in
28
the 2019 report, which combines data on the proportion
0·5
of the population older than 65 years; the prevalence of
0·0
chronic respiratory disease, cardiovascular disease, and 10
diabetes in this population, and the proportion of the
total population living in urban areas. It also introduces
Year
a more comprehensive index of heat vulnerability,
combining these aforementioned factors with heatwave Figure 1: Change in days of heatwave exposure relative to the 1986–2005 baseline in people older than
exposure data and the International Health Regulations 15 65 years
The dotted line at 0 represents baseline.
capacity score.
Since 1990, as a result of ageing populations, the high
350 000
prevalence of chronic disease, and rising levels of
urbanisation, populations in the European and Eastern
300 000
Mediterranean regions have been the most vulnerable to 20
the extremes of heat of all the WHO regions. In 2017,
250 000
vulnerability was 40·6% in the European region and
38·7% in the Eastern Mediterranean region. However,
200 000
no WHO region is immune and vulnerability has
150 000
worsened everywhere. From 1990 to 2017, vulnerability 25
increased in the African region (28·4% to 31·3%), the
100 000
South-East Asia region (28·3% to 31·3%), and the
19
20
Western Pacific region (33·2% to 36·6%). By taking into
Year
account health system strengthening and heatwave
exposure across these regions, this vulnerability indicator 30 Figure 2: Global heat-related mortality for populations older than 65 years
can be usefully built into one that captures population The error bars were calculated on the basis of the uncertainty range of the exposure-response function, as described
risk, which has been done for the 2020 report (appendix by Honda and colleagues.
pp 4–5). This new indicator shows trends similar to those
aforementioned, with risk rising in every region. This exposure in every region of the world, including an
index will be further developed during the course of 2020, 35 improved definition of heatwave, the quantification of
and presented in full, alongside a broader suite of risk exposure days to capture changing frequency and
indicators, in future reports.
duration, and improved estimates of demographic
breakdown (appendix pp 6–11).
35

Indicator 1.1.2: exposure of vulnerable populations to
heatwaves—headline finding: a record 475 million additional
exposures to heatwaves affecting vulnerable populations were
observed in 2019, representing some 2·9 billion additional days
of heatwaves experienced

40

Indicator 1.1.3: heat-related mortality—headline finding:
from 2000 to 2018, heat-related mortality in people older than
65 years increased by 53·7% and, in 2018, reached 296 000
deaths, the majority of which occurred in Japan, eastern China,
northern India, and central Europe

Since 2010, there has been an increase in the number of
days of heatwave exposure, relative to a 1986–2005 base 45 This metric, newly created for the 2020 report, tracks
line, in the population older than 65 years (figure 1). This global heat-related mortality in populations older than
rise has been driven by the combination of increasing 65 years. By use of methods originally described by WHO,
heatwave occurrences and ageing populations. In 2019, this indicator applies the exposure-response function
there were 475 million additional exposure events. and optimum temperature described by Honda and col
Expressed as the number of days in which a heatwave 50 leagues35 to the daily maximum temperature exposure of
was experienced, this number breaks the previous 2016 the population older than 65 years to estimate the
record by an additional 160 million person-days.
attributable fraction and thus the heat-related excess
Indicator 1.1.2 tracks the exposure of vulnerable mortality.36 As with indicator 1.1.2, data on daily maximum
populations to heatwaves and has now been updated to temperature were taken from the European Centre for
make use of the latest climate data and a hybrid popula 55 Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’ fifth reanalysis (ERA5)
tion dataset.32–34 This indicator has undergone several and gridded population data were taken from a hybrid
additional improvements to best capture heatwave of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s
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Figure 3: Annual heat-related mortality in the population older than 65 years averaged from 2014 to 2018

Billions of work
Billions of work
Work hours
hours lost in 2000 hours lost in 2019 lost per person
(n=199·0)
(n=302·4)
in 2019
Global

199·0

302·4 (100·0%)

52·7

India

75·0

118·3 (39·1%)

111·2

China

33·4

28·3 (9·4%)

24·5

Bangladesh

13·3

18·2 (6·0%)

148·0
116·2

Pakistan

9·5

17·0 (5·6%)

Indonesia

10·7

15·0 (5·0%)

71·8

Vietnam

7·7

12·5 (4·1%)

160·3

Thailand

6·3

9·7 (3·2%)

164·4

Nigeria

4·3

9·4 (3·1%)

66·7

Philippines

3·5

5·8 (1·9%)

71·4

Brazil

2·8

4·0 (1·3%)

23·3

Cambodia

1·7

2·2 (0·7%)

202·2

than 104 000 deaths, the European region was the most
affected of the WHO regions. Importantly, the effects of
temperature on mortality vary by region and are modified
by local factors, including population urban green space
and inequality, both within and between countries.37,38
25 Work has begun to develop a future form of this indicator,
which builds in more localised exposure-response func
tions as these functions become available.

20

30

Indicator 1.1.4: change in labour capacity—headline finding:
rising temperatures were responsible for an excess of 100 billion
potential work h lost globally in 2019 compared with those lost
in 2000, with India’s agricultural sector among the worst
affected

Indicator 1.1.4 tracks the effects of heat exposure on
working people, with impact expressed as potential work
USA
1·2
2·0 (0·7%)
7·1
hours lost.39 This indicator has been updated to capture
Mexico
0·9
1·7 (0·6%)
17·4
construction, service, manufacturing, and agricultural
Rest of the
28·7
58·3 (19·3%)
27·5
sectors, and used climate data from the ERA5 models,
world
with methods and data described in full previously and
Data are n or n (%). For these estimates, all agricultural and construction work
40 in the appendix (pp 13–16).33,40–43
was assumed to be in the shade or indoors—the lower bounds of potential work
Across the globe, a potential 302 billion work h were lost
hours lost. Work hours lost per person were estimated for the population older
than 15 years.
in 2019, which is 103 billion h more than that lost in 2000.
13 countries represented 244·1 billion (80·7%) of the
Table 1: Potential heat-related work hours lost
302·4 billion global work h lost in 2019 (table 1), with
45 India having the greatest total loss and Cambodia having
gridded population of the world (version four) and the the highest per-capita loss of any country. In many
Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project, countries in the world, agricultural workers see the
with full metho
dology described in the appendix worst of these effects, whereas, in high-income countries,
(pp 12–13).32–34
such as the USA, the burden is often on those in the
This indicator estimates that the global average heat- 50 construction sector.
related mortality per year in people older than 65 years has
increased by 53·7% from 2000–04 to 2014–18, with a total Indicator 1.2: health and extreme weather events
of 296 000 deaths in 2018 (figures 2, 3). With the largest Extreme weather events, including wildfires, floods,
populations, China (62 000 deaths) and India (31 000 deaths) storms, and droughts, affect human health in various
had the most deaths in 2018, followed by Germany (around 55 ways, with the frequency and intensity of such events
20 200 deaths), the USA (almost 19 000 deaths), Russia shifting as a result of climate change. Death and injury as
(18 600 deaths), and Japan (around 14 200 deaths). At more a direct consequence of an extreme event are often
8

35
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Change in number of days of exposure to
very high or extremely high risk of wildfire
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Figure 4: Population-weighted average changes in the number of days of exposure to very high or extremely high risk of wildfire in 2016–19 compared with
2001–04
Large urban areas with a population density of 400 people per km² or more are excluded. Wildfire risk is based on the Fire Danger Index, which rates risk on a scale
from 1 to 6 (1 is very low; 2 is low; 3 is medium; 4 is high; 5 is very high; and 6 is extremely
high). The higher the number, the more favourable the meteorological
20
conditions are to trigger a wildfire.

compounded by effects that are mediated through the
Compared with the period 2001–04, there was an
environment—eg, the exacerbation of respiratory symp increase in the risk of wildfire in 114 (58%) of 196 countries
toms from wildfire smoke and the spread of vector-borne 25 in 2016–19, with the largest increases occurring in
and water-borne diseases following a flood or drought. Lebanon, Kenya, and South Africa (figure 4). Considering
Impacts are also mediated through social systems—eg, area-weighted, rather than population-weighted change,
the disruption to health services and the mental ill health Australia, devastated by the 2019–20 fire season, had one
that can be caused by storms and fires.3,44 The following of the largest increases in wildfire risk. During 2016–19,
indicators track the risk and exposure of the population 30 this increased risk translated into an additional
to wildfires, changes in meteorological flood and drought, 194 000 daily exposures to wildfires per year around the
and the lethality of extreme weather events.
world, and an increase in population exposure to wild
fires in 128 countries, compared with 2001–04. Driven by
Indicator 1.2.1: wildfires—headline finding: in 114 countries,
the record breaking fires in 2017 and 2018, the USA saw
there was an increase in the number of days people were
35 one of the largest increases globally, with more than
exposed to very high or extremely high risk of danger from fire
470 000 additional daily exposures to wildfires per year
in 2016–19 compared with 2001–04. This increased risk
occurring in 2016–19 compared with 2001–04.

translated into an increase in population exposure to wildfires
in 128 countries

Indicator 1.2.2: flood and drought—headline finding: in 2018,

For the 2020 report, analysis on the effects of wildfires 40 the global land surface area affected by excess drought was
has been developed to track the average number of days more than twice that of a historical baseline
people are exposed to very high or extremely high risk Climate change alters hydrological cycles, tending to
(figure 4) of wildfire annually and the change in actual make dry areas drier and wet areas wetter.3 By altering
population exposure to wildfires across the globe. The rainfall patterns and increasing temperatures, climate
indicator uses both model-based risk to wildfires and 45 change affects the intensity, duration, and frequency of
satellite-observed exposure. Climatological wildfire drought events.3,47 Drought poses multiple risks for health,
risk was estimated by combining daily very high or threatening drinking water supplies and sanitation, and
extremely high wildfire risk (a fire danger index score crop and livestock productivity, enhancing the risk of
of 5 or 6) with climate and population data for every wildfires, and potentially leading to forced migration.48
0·25° × 0·25° global grid cell.32,45 For wildfire exposure, 50 Additionally, altered precipitation patterns increase the
satellite-observed active fire spots were detected by use risk of localised flood events, resulting in direct injury, the
of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, spread of infectious diseases, and impacts on mental
and then aggregated and spatially joined with gridded health.49
population data on a global grid with a resolution of
In the 2020 report, meteorological drought is tracked by
10 km, with urban areas excluded.32,46 A full description 55 use of the standardised precipitation evapotranspiration
of the methodology can be found in the appendix index, which considers both precipitation and temperature,
(pp 17–18).
and the effect of temperature on the loss of soil moisture.
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For more on the methods and
data for this analysis see
https://emdat.be/

This index measures significant increases in the number 1 number of people affected, and the resultant mortality.
of months of drought compared with an extended The methods and data for this analysis are similar to
historical baseline (1950–2005) to account for periodic those used in previous reports and are described in full
variations such as those generated by the El Niño Southern in the appendix (pp 22–24).51 Recognising that an increase
Oscillation.50 A full explanation of the methodology and 5 in the variability and intensity of these events is also
additional analysis are in the appendix (pp 19–21).
expected, the second part considers the attribution of
In 2018, there was a larger number of exceptional drought individual extreme weather events to climate change,
events affecting all populated continents and the global and the effects that a selection of events have had on the
land surface area affected by an excess number of months health of populations (table 2, panel 3).
in drought was more than twice that of the historical base 10 From 1990 to 2019, there were clear, significant,
line. Areas that saw unusually high numbers of months increasing trends in the number of occurrences of weatherwith excess drought in 2018 included Europe, the Eastern related disasters, but no significant difference in the
Mediterranean region, and, specifically, Mongolia.
number of people affected per event or the number of
deaths per event. Within the subset of countries that had a
Indicator 1.2.3: lethality of extreme weather events—headline 15 reduction, or a minimal increase in, health-care expen
finding: from 1990 to 2019, the long-term, increasing trends in diture from 2000 to 2017, a significant increase in the
the number of weather-related disasters were accompanied by
number of people affected by extreme weather events was
an increase in the number of people affected by these disasters
identified. By contrast, in countries with the greatest
in countries where health-care expenditure had reduced or had
increase in health-care expenditure in 2000–17, the number
minimally increased during 2000–17
20 of people affected by extreme weather events decreased
The links between climate change and the health effects between 1990 and 2019, despite an increasing frequency of
of extreme weather events are presented in two ways for events. One possible explanation for this finding could be
this indicator. The first part studies long-term trends in the adaptive effects of health system strengthening. This
the occurrence of such events, along with changes in the relationship will be further explored in future reports from
25

Anthropogenic influence increased event likelihood or strength

Anthropogenic influence
decreased event likelihood
or strength

Anthropogenic influence not identified
or uncertain

Heat (36 studies; 32 events)

Events ending in 2015 in India, Pakistan, China, Indonesia, Europe,8,52 Egypt, Japan, ··
southern India and Sri Lanka, Australia, and worldwide;8,53 in 2016 in southern 30
Africa, Thailand, Asia, and worldwide; in 2017 in Australia,54 the USA, South Korea,
western Europe,55 China, and the Euro-Mediterranean region; in 2018 in northeast
Asia, the Iberian Peninsula, and Europe; in 2019 in France56 and western Europe;57
and in 2020 in Australia58

Events ending in 2015–16 in India59

Cold and frost (nine studies;
eight events)

Events ending in 2016 in Australia

··

Drought and reduced
precipitation (26 studies;
24 events)

Events ending in 2015 in the USA, Canada, Ethiopia, Indonesia, and Australia;
··
in 2016 in southern Africa and Thailand; in 2017 in east Africa, the USA, and China;
and in 2018 in South Africa,61 China, and the USA

Events ending in 2015 in

35 the USA; in 2016 in China;

and in 2018 in North
America60 and the UK

40

Wildfire (five studies;
six events)

Events ending in 2015 in the USA; in 2016 in Australia and western North America; ··
in 2018 in Australia; and in 2020 in Australia58

Events ending in 2015 in Brazil,62 Nigeria,
and Ethiopia;63 in 2016 in Brazil, the USA,
Somalia,64 and western Europe; in 2017 in
Kenya65 and the USA; and in 2019 in
Australia58
Events ending in 2017 in Australia

Heavy precipitation and flood Events ending in 2015 in China and the USA; in 2016 in France,66 China, and
Events ending in 2018 in
(23 studies; 19 events)
Louisiana (USA);67 in 2017 in Bangladesh, Peru, Uruguay, and China; and in 2018 in China
45
the USA and Japan6,68

Events ending in 2015 in India; in 2016 in
Germany66 and Australia; in 2017 in
Bangladesh;69 and in 2018 in Mozambique,
Zimbabwe and Zambia, Australia, India,70
and China*

Storms (eight studies;
eight events)

Events ending in 2015 in the UK71 and the western north Pacific;72 in 2017 in
the USA;73 in 2018 in the USA;74 and in 2019 in the USA75

Events ending in 2016 in the USA and in
2018 in western Europe76

Marine heat and melting sea
ice (13 studies; ten events)

Events ending in 2015 in the northern hemisphere; in 2016 in the USA, Australia, the ··
Coral Sea,7,77 the North Pole,7,78 the Gulf of Alaska and the Bering Sea, and the central50
equatorial Pacific; and in 2018 in the Tasman Sea and the Bering Sea

Events ending in 2015 in the central
equatorial Pacific and in 2016 in the eastern
equatorial Pacific

Total studies

81

6

27

Total events

76

5

28

··

Events have been listed according to the year in which they ended. In some countries and regions, multiple events in the same year were studied. References were gained from papers published in the Bulletin of
the American Meteorological Society,5–8 or otherwise are listed separately. *Anthropogenic influence had varied effects.
55

Table 2: Detection and attribution studies linking extreme weather events to climate change from 2015 to 2020
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The Lancet Countdown by considering variables, such as
expenditure for specific health-care functions and excess
deaths, in addition to the immediate event-related deaths.

vector-borne, food-borne, and water-borne diseases.3 By
use of three different models, this indicator tracks the
change in climate suitability for the transmission
of infectious diseases of particular global importance:
Indicator 1.3: climate-sensitive infectious diseases
5 den
gue, malaria, and pathogenic Vibrio bacteria (ie,
Indicator 1.3.1: climate suitability for infectious disease
Vibrio parahaemolyticus, Vibrio vulnificus, and non-toxigenic
transmission—headline finding: changing climatic conditions
Vibrio cholerae). Temperature-driven, process-based mathe
are increasingly suitable for the transmission of numerous
matical models were used to capture the change in
infectious diseases. From 1950 to 2018, the global climate
vectorial capacity of A aegypti and A albopictus for the
suitability for the transmission of dengue increased by 8·9% for 10 transmission of dengue compared with a 1950s baseline.94
Aedes aegypti and 15·0% for Aedes albopictus. In 2015–19,
Change in the climate suitability for Plasmodium falciparum
suitability for malaria transmission in highland areas was
malaria was modelled on the basis of empirically derived
38·7% higher in the African region and 149·7% higher in the
thresholds of precipitation, temperature, and relative
Western Pacific region compared with a 1950s baseline
humidity and compared with a 1950s baseline.94 Highland
Climate change is affecting the risk to humans and 15 areas (ie, those ≥1500 m above sea level) are highlighted in
the distribution of many infectious diseases, including the model because increasing temperatures are eroding
1

For more on climatic suitability
see https://climexp.knmi.nl/

Panel 3: Quantifying the links between climate change, human health, and extreme events
Formal statistical methods, grouped as detection and
attribution studies, are already used widely in other sectors,
and are increasingly deployed to quantify the extent to which
climate change has had observed impacts on population health
and health systems.79–81 However, detection and attribution
studies focusing on the changing likelihood and intensity of
extreme events are generally limited to meteorological events
in high-income and upper-middle-income countries. Further
development of this body of literature offers an essential and
unique way of improving understanding of current impacts and
future risks of climate change on lives and livelihoods, guiding
evidence-based management and adaptation. The following
three case studies illustrate the linkage of detection and
attribution studies of meteorological events to the resulting
health impacts.

20

occurred, including a loss of power, and damage to the water
treatment plant, in Little Diomede (an Alaskan island) and a fatal
accident that resulted from open waterholes along a previously
frozen travel corridor on the Kuskokwim River.85–87

2. Northern European heatwaves in 2018 and 2019
During the summer of 2018, parts of northern Scandinavia
experienced record breaking daily temperatures that were more
than 5°C warmer than those in 1981–2010, an occurrence that
evidence suggests was made five times more probable as a
result of climate change.88 In Sweden, the Public Health Agency
30
estimated an excess mortality of 750 deaths between July and
August, 2018, with more than 600 of these attributed to higher
temperatures, when compared with the same weeks in 2017.89
25

Countries across western Europe and Scandinavia again
35 experienced record breaking temperatures in 2019, with the
1. Reduced sea ice in the Arctic region
temperatures in several countries exceeding 40°C for 3–4 days
The Arctic region is warming two to three times faster than the
during June and July. Attribution studies suggest climate change
global annual average, with observable impacts for Arctic
was responsible for a ten times increase in the likelihood of the
communities, but limited data on the health consequences.82
event occurring, and a 1·2–3·0°C increase in the temperature of
Extreme weather events, shifting migration patterns, and
40 these events, with almost 1500 deaths in France and 400 deaths
warmer and shorter winters now threaten food security and
in the Netherlands occurring because of these events.57,90,91
vital infrastructure.
3. Japan heatwave of 2018
The winter of 2017–18 heralded warm temperatures and an
The summer of 2018 in Japan saw a combination of a national
83
extreme low ice year in the Bering Sea. The extent of sea ice
emergency resulting from extreme precipitation followed
was the lowest in recorded and reconstructed history:
45 closely by record breaking temperatures. The event had roughly
an estimated two in 1800 year event considering preindustrial
a 20% probability of occurring in today’s world compared with a
climate forcing according to one study.84 This study also
probability of 0% in a world without climate change.92,93
suggested that climate change was responsible for 90% of the
Another attribution study compared modest and extreme
attributable risk, and that this extent of sea ice might become
heatwave days with a 1941–79 baseline, concluding that the
the mean within 20 years.84
50 probability of the defined heatwave event was 1·5 times higher
This low ice year had multiple detrimental effects on
for 1980–2018 and 7·0–8·0 times higher for 2019–50. This hot
communities in western Alaska, USA, although the health
summer had large health implications. In 2018, there were an
impacts have rarely been measured. These communities generally estimated 14 200 heat-related deaths in the population in
depend on sea ice for transportation, hunting and fishing, coastal
Japan aged more than 65 years—more than 3000 more deaths
55 than the previous record set in 2010, and 8100 more than the
buffering from storms, and a host of other ecosystem services.
During this period of record low sea ice, a range of events
2000–04 average (indicator 1.1.3).
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the effect altitude has as a barrier to malaria transmission, 1 of 38·7% in the African region and 149·7% in the
which has resulted in more favourable conditions in Western Pacific region in 2015–19 compared with the
densely populated highland areas, as seen in Ethiopia.95 1950s baseline (figure 5). The coastal area suitable for
In the case of pathogenic Vibrio spp, which cause a range Vibrio infections in the past 5 years has increased at
of human infections, including gastroenteritis, wound 5 northern latitudes (40–70° N) by 50·6% compared with a
infections, sepsis, and cholera, 2019 and 2016–19 average 1980s baseline. Regionally, the area of coastline suitable
climate suitability were compared with a 1980s global for Vibrio spp has increased by 61·2% for the Baltics and
baseline and between one region each in Europe (the 98·9% for the Atlantic Northeast. In 2019, for the second
Baltics), the Atlantic Northeast coast of the USA, and the consecutive year, the entirety of the Baltic coastline was
Pacific Northwest coast of North America.96–98 Full descrip 10 suitable for the transmission of Vibrio bacteria.
tions of the context of these diseases, the methodology of
the models, and additional analysis can be found in the Indicator 1.3.2: vulnerability to mosquito-borne diseases—
appendix (pp 25–33).
headline finding: following a sharp decline from 2010 to 2016,
Climate suitability for disease transmission increased 2016–18 saw small up-ticks in national vulnerability to
globally for all diseases tracked. 2018 was particularly 15 dengue outbreaks in four of six WHO regions; further data are
favourable for the transmission of dengue, with a global required to establish a trend
rise in vectorial capacity of 8·9% for A aegypti and As discussed, climate change is expected to facilitate the
15·0% for A albopictus compared with a 1950s baseline expansion of Aedes mosquito vectors that transmit
(figure 5). Although average suitability for dengue dengue. Improvements in public health services might
remained low in Europe, 2018 was the most suitable year 20 counteract these threats in the short-to-medium term;
yet recorded for both vector species in this region, with a however, climate change will continue to make such
change from the 1950s baseline of 25·8% for A aegypti efforts increasingly difficult and costly.99 This indicator
and 40·7% for A albopictus. There have been significant tracks vulnerability to mosquito-borne disease by com
increases in the environmental suitability for the trans bining data from indicator 1.3.1 on vectorial capacity for
mission of falciparum malaria in highland areas of 25 the transmission of dengue with the core capacities of
four of the five malaria endemic regions, with an increase countries’ health-care systems, as outlined by WHO’s
Dengue (global)
Aedes aegypti
Aedes albopictus
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Figure 5: Change in climate suitability for infectious diseases
Solid lines represent the annual change. Dashed lines represent the trend since 1950 (for dengue and malaria) and 1982 (for Vibrio bacteria).
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International Health Regulations, which have been 1 4·8% (6·1 days) for soybean, and 1·8% (2·0 days) for rice
shown to be effective predictors of protection against (figure 6). For maize, most countries in the world saw a
disease outbreak.100 The methods used here remain decline in crop growth duration, with large areas of
unchanged from previous reports and are described in South Africa, the USA, and Europe having reductions in
full in the appendix (pp 33–35).94,101
5 their crop growing seasons of more than 20 days—a
From 2010 to 2016, vulnerability to mosquito-borne reduction of more than 14% of the 1981–2010 global average
diseases declined substantially for the four most vul crop duration. This reduction compounds the current
nerable WHO regions (the Western Pacific region, the negative impacts of weather and climate shocks, made
African region, the South-East Asia region, and the region more frequent and more extreme by climate change, that
of the Americas), reflecting considerable improvements 10 are hampering localised efforts to reduce undernutrition.
in their core health capacities. However, from 2016 to
2018, this trend began to halt, and then reversed, with Indicator 1.4.2: marine food security and undernutrition—
further data required to confirm any long-term shift.
headline finding: average sea surface temperature rose in 46 of

Indicator 1.4: food security and undernutrition

15

64 investigated territorial waters between 2003–07 and
2015–19, presenting a risk to marine food security

Indicator 1.4.1: terrestrial food security and undernutrition—
headline finding: from 1981 to 2019, crop yield potential for
maize, winter wheat, soybean, and rice has followed a
consistently downward trend, with reductions relative to
baseline of 5·6% for maize, 2·1% for winter wheat, 4·8% for
soybean, and 1·8% for rice

35

Change in crop growth duration (days)

Change in crop growth duration (days)

Although the global food system still produces enough to A large proportion of the global population, especially in
feed a growing world population, poor management and low-income and middle-income countries, is highly
distribution has resulted in a paucity of progress on the
second sustainable development goal on hunger. The
Winter wheat
Maize
global number of undernourished people is projected to 20
increase to more than 840 million in 2030.102
10
Climate change threatens to exacerbate this crisis
5
further, with rising temperatures, climatic shocks, and
ground level ozone affecting crop yields, and sea surface
0
temperature and coral bleaching affecting marine food 25
security.3 These effects will be experienced unequally,
–5
disproportionately impacting countries and popula
tions already facing poverty and malnutrition, and
–10
exacerbating existing inequalities. The following two
indicators monitor these changes, tracking the change 30
Soybean
Spring wheat
in crop yield potential and sea surface temperature.
10
5
0
–5

Change in crop growth duration (days)

For this indicator, crop yield potential was characterised by
crop growth duration (the time taken to reach a target 40
–10
sum of accumulated temperatures) during the crop’s
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
growing season. If this sum is reached early, then the crop
Rice
Year
matures too quickly, and yields are lower than average.
Therefore, a reduction in crop growth duration represents
10
a reduction in crop yield potential.103 This indicator tracks 45
the change in crop growth duration for four key staple
5
crops: maize, wheat, soybean, and rice at the individual
0
country level and globally by use of a similar approach to
previous reports, which has been improved to provide
–5
more accurate local estimates and now uses ERA5 data.34 50
The yield potential of maize, winter wheat, soybean, and
–10
rice continues to decline globally and for most individual
countries. This indicator shows that continuing to increase
1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020
Year
or even maintain global production is increasingly difficult
because of the changing climate. In 2019, the reduction 55 Figure 6: Change in crop growth duration relative to the 1981–2010 global average
in crop growth duration relative to baseline was 5·6% The grey line represents the annual global area-weighted change. The blue line represents the running mean over
(7·9 days) for maize, 2·1% (4·9 days) for winter wheat, 11 years (5 years forward and 5 years backward). The dashed line represents the 1981–2010 baseline.
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dependent on fish sources of protein.104 Additionally, 1 these effects will depend on various factors, including
omega-3 is important in the prevention of cardiovascular the options of both in situ and migration adaptation.118–120
disease; worldwide, 1·4 million deaths due to cardio These effects could be moderated if countries begin to
vascular disease in 2017 were attributed to diets low in prepare. Considering preparation for climate changeseafood omega-3 fatty acids.105 Sea surface temperatures, 5 related migration, national policies that connect climate
rising as a consequence of climate change, impair change and migration were also assessed as part of
marine fish capacity and capture through numerous this indicator. Up to Dec 31, 2019, there were 43 national
mechanisms, including the bleaching of coral reefs and policies across 37 countries that connected climate
reduced oxygen content, putting populations at risk.106 change and migration, and 40 of these policies across
This indicator tracks sea surface temperatures in the 10 35 countries explicitly referenced health or wellbeing.
territorial waters of 64 countries located in 16 fishing The policies commonly accepted that mobility could
areas of the Food and Agriculture Organization of be domestic and international, although mention of
the UN.107–109
immobility was sparse.
Comparing the time periods 2003–07 and 2015–19,
average sea surface temperatures increased in 46 of the 15 Conclusion
64 investigated areas, with a maximum increase of The indicators that comprise section 1 of the 2020 report
0·87°C observed in the territorial waters of Ecuador. describe a warming world that is affecting human health
Farm-based fish consumption has increased consistently both directly and indirectly and putting already vul
during the past four decades, with a corresponding nerable populations at a high risk. Metrics of exposure
decline in capture-based fish consumption, exacerbated 20 and vulnerability to extreme weather are complemented
in part by these evolving temperature trends.106 Between by trends of worsening global crop yield potential and
1990 and 2017, diets low in seafood omega-3 increased increasing climate suitability for the transmission of
by 4·7% at a global level, with more than 70% of countries infectious disease. Subsequent reports will continue
seeing a rise in exposure to this risk factor, increasing to develop the methods and data underlying these
the risk of mortality from cardiovascular disease.
25 indicators, with a particular focus on the creation of a
new indicator on mental health, and the exploration of
Indicator 1.5: migration, displacement, and rising sea
the gender dimensions of existing indicators.
levels
Correlating climate change and mental health is
Headline finding: without intervention, between 145 million
challenging for several reasons, including local and global
people and 565 million people living in coastal areas today will 30 stigma and under-reporting, differences in health systems,
be exposed to, and affected by, rising sea levels in the future
and variations in cultural understandings of wellbeing.
Through its impacts on extreme weather events, land Partly because of this difficulty, the literature has focused
degradation, food and water security, and rising sea on extremes of heat, with investigations reporting cor
levels, climate change is influencing human migration, relations between higher temperatures and heatwaves and
displacement, and relocation with consequences to 35 the risk of violence or suicide. Proposed reasons for this
human health.110,111 Left unabated, estimates for the association vary from the effects of disrupted sleep to
average global sea level rise by the end of the century short-term agitation.121,122 Stronger evidence outlines the
range from 1·0 –2·5 m, with projections rising as high as links between extreme weather events and mental ill
5 m when taking into account regional and local coastal health, with emerging research describing the effect of a
variation.112,113 This indicator, newly introduced for the 40 loss of access to the environment and ecosystem services.123
2020 report, tracks current population exposure to future
Taken as a whole, the data described in section 1
rising sea levels and provides a measure of the extent to provide a compelling justification for an accelerated
which health or wellbeing are considered in national response to climate change. There are clear limits to
policies that connect climate change and human mobility. adaptation, necessitating increasingly urgent interv
The exposure of populations to average global sea level 45 entions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. How
rises of 1 m and 5 m was measured by use of a coastal communities, governments, and health systems will be
digital elevation model and current population dis able to moderate the impacts of a changing climate is
tribution data, with a full description of this new indicator discussed in section 2 and section 3.
outlined in the appendix (pp 51–57).114,115 Based on the
population distributions of 2017, 145 million of the 50 Section 2: adaptation, planning, and resilience
world’s population could be exposed to an average global for health
sea level rise of 1 m, a value rising to 565 million people With a growing understanding of the human costs of a
with an average sea level rise of 5 m (figure 7). A range of warming climate, the need for adaptation measures to
health impacts related to rising sea levels are likely to protect health is now more important than ever. The
occur, with changes in water and soil quality and supply, 55 COVID-19 pandemic makes clear the challenges faced by
livelihood security, disease vector ecology, flooding, health systems around the world resulting from large
and saltwater intrusion.116,117 The health consequences of unexpected shifts in demand without sufficient adaptation
14
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Figure 7: Number of people exposed to 1 m and 5 m of global average sea level rise by country
(A) 1 m. (B) 5 m.

or integration of health services across other sectors.124 As adaptation indicators look beyond the health system to
this public health crisis continues, and is compounded by 40 focus on the following domains: planning and assess
climate-attributable risks, rapid and proactive interven ment (indicators 2.1.1–2.1.3), information systems
tions are crucial to prepare for, and build resilience to, both (indicator 2.2), delivery and implementation (indicators
the health threats of climate change and of pandemics.125
2.3.1–2.3.3), and spending (indicator 2.4). As is often the
Heavily determined by regional hazards and the case in adaptation, several of these indicators rely on
underlying health needs of populations, the implemen 45 self-reported data on adaptation plans, assessments,
tation of adaptation and resiliency measures requires and services, which also presents challenges. Where
localised planning and intervention. National adaptation possible, efforts have been made to validate these data.
priorities must take into account subnational capacities,
Numerous indicators in this section have been further
inequalities, and the local distribution of vulnerable developed for the 2020 report and one new indicator
populations. As health adaptation interventions are 50 is presented. The data on national health adaptation
being increasingly introduced, evidence of their success planning and assessments (indicators 2.1.1 and 2.1.2)
often remains mixed.126 Measuring the impact of these has been presented in greater detail and calculations of
long-term interventions at the global scale presents the effectiveness of air conditioning as an intervention
particular challenges, and the indicators in this section (indicator 2.3.2) have been improved by use of more
aim to monitor the progress of health adaptation 55 recent evidence. The definition of health-related adap
through the lens of the WHO Operational Framework tation spending (indicator 2.4) has been expanded to
for Building Climate Resilient Health Systems.23 The capture activities that are closely related to health
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in various non-health sectors. Impor
tantly, a new
indicator, focusing on the use of urban green spaces as
an adaptive measure with numerous health benefits,
has been introduced in this year’s report (indicator 2.3.3).

memorandum of understanding that outlines roles and
responsibilities with respect to climate policy between
the health sector and the water and sanitation sector.
However, less than a third of the 101 countries had a
5 similar cooperative agreement between the health sector
Indicator 2.1: adaptation planning and assessment
and the agricultural (31 [31%]) or social service sectors
Adaptation planning and risk management is essential (26 [26%]). Furthermore, only about a quarter of countries
across all levels of government, with national strategy reported agreements between the health sector and
and coordination linked to subnational and local imple the sectors for transport (25 [25%]), household energy
mentation and delivery.3 In every case, risk assessments 10 (19 [19%]), or electricity generation (22 [22%]). These
are an important first step of this process.
omissions represent an important missed opportunity to
The following three indicators track adaptation plans recognise the health implications of national climate
and assessments at the national and city level by use policies and to promote activities that maximise health
of data from the WHO Health and Climate Change benefits, avoid negative health effects, and evaluate the
Survey and the CDP Annual Cities Survey.127,128 15 associated health savings that might result.
Information on the data and methods for each are
presented in the appendix (pp 58–61). Data from the Indicator 2.1.2: national assessments of climate change
WHO survey have not been updated for this year, and impacts, vulnerability, and adaptation for health—headline
hence further qualitative analysis has been done to finding: 48 (48%) of 101 countries surveyed have assessed
investigate the barriers to adaptation.
20 national vulnerability and adaptation for health, with further

Indicator 2.1.1: national adaptation plans for health—headline
finding: 50% of countries surveyed have developed national
health and climate change strategies or plans. However,
funding remains a key barrier to implementation of these
strategies, with 9% of countries reporting to have the funds to
fully implement their plans

1

investment required to adequately fund these crucial
components of health system resilience

Strengthening all aspects of a health system allows it to
protect and promote the health of a population in the
25 face of known and unexpected stressors and pressures.
In the case of climate change, this strengthening requires
a comprehensive assessment of current and projected
51 (50%) of 101 countries surveyed have developed national risks and population vulnerability. This indicator focuses
health and climate change strategies or plans. National on vulnerability assessments at the national level and the
governments have identified financing as one of the main 30 barriers faced by national health-care systems.128
barriers to the implementation of these plans.28,128 Of the
Similar to the scarcity of funding for health and climate
45 countries with plans and who reported on funding, change plans, vulnerability assessments for health are
only four (9%) reported having adequate national also under-resourced. Indeed, assessing vulnerability
funding available to fully implement such strategies. This was among the top three adaptation priorities identified
low proportion highlights the importance of access to 35 as being underfunded by national health authorities,
international climate finance for governments from alongside the strengthening of surveillance and early
low-resource settings. Despite this importance, only warning systems and broader research on health and
17 (49%) of 35 national health authorities from low-income climate change. This underfunding was reported to be
and lower-middle-income countries reported having particularly true for subnational assess
ments and for
access to climate funds from bodies such as the Global 40 those designed to be particularly sensitive to the needs of
Environment Facility, the Adaptation Fund, the Green vulnerable population groups.
Climate Fund, or other donors. The Green Climate Fund,
which currently has not funded a single health sector Indicator 2.1.3: city-level climate change risk assessments—
project for the tenth year running, is now looking to align headline finding: in 2019, 605 (77%) of 789 global cities
its programming to incorporate health and wellbeing co- 45 surveyed had either already completed or were currently
benefits in light of, and in response to, COVID-19. undertaking climate change risk assessments, with 545 (67%)
Although not yet accredited to submit and implement of 814 cities expecting climate change to seriously compromise
projects, WHO became a Green Climate Fund readiness their public health assets and services, a substantial increase
partner in 2020, giving WHO the ability to support from 2018
countries in their efforts to develop health components 50 Cities are home to more than half of the world’s
of national adaptation plans and to strengthen health population, produce 80% of global gross domestic pro
considerations related to climate change.
duct (GDP), consume two thirds of the world’s energy,
Another key barrier to the implementation of national and represent a crucial component of the local adaptation
health and climate strategies is a paucity of multisectoral response to climate change.129 As such, this indicator
collaboration within government. Progress on coopera 55 captures cities that have undertaken a climate change
tion across sectors remains uneven, with 45 (45%) of risk or vulnerability assessment and expectations on the
101 countries surveyed reporting the existence of a vulnerability of their public health assets. First presented
16
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in the 2017 report of The Lancet Countdown and since 1 preventing and responding to potential public health
improved to include further questions specific to public emergencies.101 This indicator focuses on core capacity
health, data for this indicator are sourced from the Carbon eight, which evaluates the degree to which countries have
Disclosure Project’s 2019 survey of 789 global cities (a implemented a national health emergency framework by
33% increase in survey respondents from 2018).127,130
5 assessing levels of planning, management, and resource
In 2019, 491 (62%) of 789 cities had completed an allocation.101 The national health emergency framework
assessment of climate change risk or vulnerability, and a applies to all public health events and emergencies, air
further 114 (28%) cities were either in the process of an pollution, extreme temperatures, droughts, floods, and
assessment or will have completed one within the next storms. The core capacities of the International Health
2 years. Although some selection bias probably exists, a 10 Regulations are also important components of the response
growing number of risk assessments are being completed to infectious disease threats, with similar capacities and
by cities in low-income countries (14 [64%] of 22 in 2019), functions considered when assessing preparedness to
highlighting the beginning of adaptation where adap a pandemic such as the COVID-19 pandemic.131 The results
tation is arguably most needed. The survey also revealed of this survey are provided in full in the appendix (pp 64–65).
a core driving factor in these assessments—545 (67%) of 15 In 2019, 166 (86%) of 194 WHO member states com
814 cities reported that their public health infrastructure pleted the assessment portion related to core capacity eight,
would be seriously compromised by climate change.
16 fewer than in 2018. Of these 166, 109 (66%) countries
reported having medium-to-high degrees of implemen
Indicator 2.2: climate information services for health
tation of multi-hazard preparedness and capacity, a 10%
Headline finding: the number of countries reporting that their 20 increase compared with 2018 data. The level of
meteorological services provide climate information to the
implementation varied by region. Medium-to-high levels
health sector has continued to grow, increasing from 70 to
were reported in 26 (90%) of 29 countries in the region of
86 countries during the past 12 months
the Americas, 41 (87%) of 47 in the European region, 11
The use of meteorological services in the health sector (85%) of 13 in the Western Pacific region, seven (64%) of 11
is an essential component of adaptation. This indi 25 in the South-East Asia region, 12 (63%) of 19 in the Eastern
cator tracks the collaboration between these two parts Mediterranean region, and in only 12 (26%) of 47 countries
of government by use of data reported by national in the African region. Despite these disparities, capacities
meteorological and hydrological services to the World have increased across all regions, and the global average
Meteorological Organization. Further detail is provided increased from 59% in 2018 to 62% in 2019.
in the appendix (pp 62–64).
30
A total of 86 national meteorological and hydrological Indicator 2.3.2: air conditioning: benefits and harms—headline
services of member states of the World Meteorological finding: between 2016 and 2018, the world’s air conditioning
Organization reported providing climate services to the stock continued to rise, further contributing to climate change,
health sector, an increase of 16 from the 2019 report of air pollution, peak electricity demand, and urban heat islands,
The Lancet Countdown.28 By WHO region, 19 of the 35 while also conferring protection against heat-related illness
countries reporting these climate services were from Air conditioning represents one of numerous effective
the African region, 16 were from the region of the indoor cooling mechanisms for preventing heat-related
Americas, seven were from the Eastern Mediterranean illness and mortality.132 However, in 2018, air conditioning
region, 23 were from the European region, eight were accounted for an enormous 8·5% of total global electricity
from the South-East Asia region, and 13 were from the 40 consumption, contributing to, if sourced from fossil fuels,
Western Pacific region. Of the 86 positive respondents, emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and fine particulate
66 (77%) reported being highly engaged with their matter (PM2·5), and ground level ozone formation, with
corres
ponding health service, alongside other sectors the potential to leak hydrofluorocarbons that act as
such as agriculture, water, and electricity generation. As powerful greenhouse gases. On hot days, air conditioning
detailed in indicator 2.1.1, multisector collaborations 45 can be responsible for more than half of peak electricity
present governments with the opportunity to support an demand locally, and emits waste heat that contributes to
adaptation approach to the risks of climate change that the urban heat island effect.133,134 Further research is needed
is fully integrated.
to establish whether the overall harms of air conditioning
outweigh the benefits. However, increased use of air
Indicator 2.3: adaptation delivery and implementation 50 conditioning in response to the warming climate could
Indicator 2.3.1: detection, preparedness, and response to
result in around 1000 additional deaths related to air
health emergencies—headline finding: in preparation for a
pollution every summer in the eastern USA by 2050.135
multi-hazard public health emergency, 109 countries have
International programmes and organisations, including
reported medium-to-high implementation of a national
Sustainable Energy for All, the Kigali Cooling Efficiency
health emergency framework
55 Program, and the International Energy Agency (IEA),
The International Health Regulations are an instrument of are working to develop solutions to provide efficient
international law designed to aid the global community in indoor cooling that protect vulnerable populations against
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heat-related illness while minimising the health-asso 1 relieving stress, providing a setting for social interaction
ciated harms. Such initiatives include designing buildings and physical activity, and reducing all-cause mor
with improved insulation, energy efficiency measures, tality.138,139 In addition, green space sequesters carbon
and improved ventilation, and increasing urban green and provides local cooling that disrupts urban heat
space (detailed in indicator 2.3.3). Evidence suggests that 5 islands, benefiting both climate change mitigation and
simple electric fans with light water spraying could also be heat adaptation. As access to green space can often
an effective stay-at-home measure against heatwaves in disproportionately benefit the most privileged in society,
hot and humid regions during the COVID-19 pandemic.136 it is important to consider how green spaces are
This indicator draws on data provided by the IEA and designed and distributed to ensure safety and equitable
includes an improved calculation of the prevented frac 10 access.140,141
tion of deaths from air conditioning, making use of an
This indicator, new in the 2020 report, quantifies
updated meta-analysis that built on the previously exposure to urban green space for 2019 in the 468 urban
available 2007 assessment of prognostic factors in heat centres of more than 1 million inhabitants, as defined
wave-related deaths, with full detail described in the by the Global Human Settlement programme of the
appendix (pp 66–69).132,137
15 European Commission.142,143 Indicator 2.3.3 uses remote
Between 2016 and 2018, the world’s air conditioning sensing of green vegetation through the satellite-based
stock (residential and commercial) increased from normalised difference vegetation index, which measures
1·74 billion units to 1·90 billion units and the proportion the reflectance signature of green plants in the visible
of households with air conditioning increased from red and near-infrared parts of the spectrum, providing
31·1% to 33·0% (a 56·7% rise since 2000; figure 8). 20 an indication of the level of green coverage on the
Correspondingly, the global prevented fraction of mortality earth surface. The maximum normalised difference
related to heatwaves increased from 23·6% in 2016 to vegetation index for all seasons was used to define the
25·0% in 2018. Global CO2 emissions from electricity average level of greenness of each urban area. A full
consumption due to air conditioning increased from description of the methodology can be found in the
1·04 GtCO2 in 2016 to 1·07 GtCO2 in 2018 (2% of total 25 appendix (pp 70–72).
global emissions), highlighting the need for sustainable
In 2019, only 42 (9%) of 468 global urban centres had
cooling methods in the face of a warming climate.
very high to exceptionally high levels of greenness,
notably including five capital cities—Colombo (Sri
Indicator 2.3.3: urban green space
Lanka), Washington, DC (USA), Dhaka (Bangladesh),
Headline finding: urban green space is an important measure to 30 San Salvador (El Salvador), and Havana (Cuba; figure 9).
reduce population exposure to heat; 9% of global urban centres
Concerningly, 49 (10%) urban centres, home to more
had a very high or exceptionally high degree of greenness
than 156 million people and including 21 capital cities,
in 2019, and more than 156 million people were living in urban
were at the opposite end of the spectrum, with very low
centres with concerningly low levels of urban green space
levels of urban green space.38
Access to urban green space provides benefits to human 35
health by reducing exposure to air and noise pollution, Indicator 2.4: spending on adaptation for health and
35
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Headline finding: at $18·4 billion in 2018–19, global spending
on health adaptation has increased to 5·3% of total spending
40 on adaptation, while health-related spending has remained flat
at approximately 28·4% of global adaptation spending from
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Figure 8: Frequency and effects of air conditioning
Global proportion of households with air conditioning (red line), prevented fraction of heatwave-related mortality
because of air conditioning (blue line), and CO2 emissions from air conditioning (green line), from 2000 to 2018.
CO2=carbon dioxide. GtCO2=gigatonnes of carbon dioxide.
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As noted in the evaluation of national adaptation plans
(indicator 2.1.1), inadequate financial resources pose the
45 largest barrier to the implementation of adaptation
measures. This indicator tracks spending on health
and health-related adaptation within the Adaptation
and Resilience to Climate Change dataset from the
data research firm, kMatrix, which includes spend
50 data from 191 countries.144 Health-specific spending is
that which occurs within the formal health-care sec
tor. For the 2020 report, an enhanced definition of
health-related spending was developed through an
expert review workshop to more accurately categorise
55 spending. The definition captures adaptation spending
within other sectors (ie, agriculture and forestry, the
built environment, disaster preparedness, energy,
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Figure 9: Urban greenness in capital cities with more than 1 million inhabitants in 2019
Levels of urban greenness were quantified on the basis of the mean, population-weighted normalised difference vegetation index, which is a standard, satellite-based
measurment to estimate vegetation and is on a scale of –1·0 to 1·0.
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trans
portation, waste, and water) that have a direct
impact on one or more of the basic determinants of
health (ie, food, water, air, or shelter) and have been
linked to health outcomes in the published literature. A
full description of the methodology can be found in the 25
appendix (pp 73–75).
Spending on climate change adaptation within the
health-care sector increased by 12·7% to $18·4 billion
in 2018–19 compared with data from 2017–18 (figure 10).
Spending on health adaptation made up 5·3% of all 30
adaptation spending globally in 2018–19, a share
higher than 5% for the first time. The wider measure
of spending on health-related adaptation increased
by 7·2% to $99·9 billion from 2017–18 to 2018–19;
however, as a share of global adaptation spending, 35
spending on health-related adaptation has remained
more or less constant (28·4% in 2015–16 and 28·5% in
2018–19).
Grouped by WHO region, spending for health
adaptation in 2018–19 varied from $0·48 per capita in 40
the African region to $5·92 per capita in the region of the
Americas, remaining less than $1·00 per capita in the
South-East Asia region. Again, looking more broadly at
spending on health-related adaptation, a wider variation,
ranging from $2·63 per capita in the African region to 45
$30·82 per capita for the region of the Americas, was
evident.

20

10

The indicators presented in this section continue to 50
move in a positive direction, with growing recognition
of the impacts of climate change within the health
community. However, there is much more work to do,
0
2015–16
2016–17
2017–18
2018–19
with a need to move from planning to implementation,
Fiscal year
and to better engage with other sectors of society 55
in adaptation interventions (indicators 2.1.2, 2.1.2, Figure 10: Adaptation and resilience to climate change spending by WHO
and 2.2). The core capacity scores of the International Region
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Energy combustion (GtCO2)

Carbon intensity of the total primary
energy supply (tCO2 per TJ)

70

Health Regulations show a need for support across 1 industry accounting for 37·5 GtCO2e (72%).146 The vast
many African and Eastern Mediterranean countries majority of the growth in emissions, the economy,
(indicator 2.3.1), requiring additional engagement and and the demand for energy occurred in low-income
resources.
and middle-income countries, despite global economic
Global spending trends have shown promise in 5 headwinds.147
recent years for health and health-related adaptation
COVID-19 has had a profound effect on the global
(indicator 2.4); however, governments remain unable to economy and on greenhouse gas emissions. Ongoing
fully implement their plans for national health volatility makes the projections of any long-term
adaptation (indicator 2.1.1). The findings here reiterate effects challenging, although daily CO2 emissions were
the need to strengthen underlying health systems and 10 17% lower in April, 2020, than they were in April, 2019,
create multisectoral alignment to protect human health, with some countries having reductions in emissions
partic
ularly for the most vulnerable populations. of up to 26%.148 Current estimates suggest that global
COVID-19 has dramatically altered the pattern of health- emissions will fall by 8% in 2020 as a result of both
care demand, with health systems restructuring services the economic downturn and the restrictions to local
overnight.145 Although the full impact of these changes 15 and international travel.21,148 As efforts to revitalise the
is unclear, the rapid introduction of new online and economy take effect, aligning such interventions with
telemedicine services brings many synergies with those necessary to mitigate climate change will allow
efforts to reduce the emissions of the health-care sector, governments to generate a synergistic response,
and with those to increase the resilience of service improving public health in the short term and in the
delivery. As governments continue to respond to the 20 long term.
public health and economic effects of the COVID-19
If carefully planned and implemented, these inter
pandemic, it will be important to align these priorities ventions will yield major health benefits, underlining the
and ensure that enhanced preparedness for future importance of a “health in all policies” approach.149,150
pandemics also confers an increased capacity to respond Highlighting this practice, the following section tracks
to climate change.
25 efforts to mitigate climate change in the sectors most
relevant to public health: power generation and air pol
Section 3: mitigation actions and health
lution (indicators 3.1.1–3.1.3 and 3.3); household energy
co-benefits
and buildings (indicator 3.2); transport (indicator 3.4);
In 2018, greenhouse gas emissions rose to an unpre diets and agriculture (indicators 3.5.1 and 3.5.2); and
cedented 51·8 gigatonnes of CO2 equivalent (GtCO2e; 30 health care (indicator 3.6). New in the 2020 report are
55·3 GtCO2e including land use change), with fossil indicators of the national emissions from agricultural
fuel emissions from transport, power generation, and con
sumption (indicator 3.5.1) and the associated pre
mature mortality from unhealthy and emissions-inten
sive diets (indicator 3.5.2). The methodologies of each of
Other
Global
Southeastern Asia
35 the existing indi
cators have also improved, particularly
Total
China
Southern Asia
indicator 3.6, which, on the basis of feedback, has been
USA
North and western Europe
revised to better estimate emissions from the health-care
35
sector.
30
Importantly, this section must be interpreted with the
40 understanding that enhanced ambition is urgently
25
required, and that countries will need to increase the
strength of their mitigation commitments within the
20
Paris Agreement’s NDCs by a factor of three to limit
warming to 2°C, and by a factor of five to limit warming
15
45 to 1·5°C.146

Year

Figure 11: Carbon intensity of the total primary energy supply for selected regions and countries and global
CO2 emissions by fuel type, 1971–2019
Carbon intensity trends are shown by a trend line (primary axis) and global CO2 emissions by stacked bars
(secondary axis). This carbon intensity metric estimates the tCO2 for each unit of total primary energy supplied
(tCO2 per TJ). For reference, the carbon intensity of fuels are as follows: coal, 95–100 tCO2 per TJ; oil, 70–75 tCO2
per TJ; and natural gas, 56 tCO2 per TJ. CO2=carbon dioxide. tCO2=tonnes of carbon dioxide.

20

Indicator 3.1: energy system and health
Indicator 3.1.1: carbon intensity of the energy system—
headline finding: the carbon intensity of the global primary
50 energy supply has remained flat for the past three decades.
Although in 2017 carbon intensity was at its lowest
since 2006, it was still 0·4% higher than the levels in 1990
Because fossil fuel combustion in the energy system
continues to be the biggest source of greenhouse gas
55 emissions, mitigation in this area is key to meeting the
commitments of the Paris Agreement. This indicator
tracks the carbon intensity of the global energy system,
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Share of electricity generation from coal

Indicator 3.1.2: coal phase-out—headline finding: in 2018,
global energy supply from coal was 1·2% higher than in 2017
and 74% higher than in 1990

Global electricity generation from coal (TWh)

expressed as the CO2 emitted per terajoule of the total 1
China
Southeastern Asia
North and western Europe
primary energy supply, with methods and data described
USA
Southern Asia
Global
Total generation
in the appendix (p 76).151,152
0·9
11 000
The carbon intensity of the global energy system has
barely altered in almost 30 years: in 2017, carbon 5
0·8
10 000
intensity was 0·4% higher than that in 1990 (figure 11).
0·7
9000
Nevertheless, regional values have changed substantially.
0·6
In 2018, carbon intensity was 12% lower in the USA
8000
and 20% lower in north and western Europe than the
0·5
7000
levels in 1990. China’s carbon intensity remained high 10
0·4
at 72 tonnes of CO2 (tCO2) per TJ in 2017; however,
6000
0·3
China’s carbon intensity is decreasing, and in 2017 was
5000
4% lower than its peak in 2013. Early statistics for 2020
0·2
suggest that global demand for all fossil fuels reduced
4000
0·1
in the first quarter because of COVID-19, and will 15
continue to decline across the year, with resulting
0·0
3000
1990
1994
1998
2002
2006
2010
2014
2018
reductions in emis
sions.21 How
ever, without targeted
Year
intervention, emissions could rebound, as they did
following the global financial crisis of 2008–09, in which Figure 12: Share of electricity generation from coal in selected countries and regions, and global electricity
a 1·4% decrease in CO2 emissions in 2009 was offset by 20 generation from coal
Regional shares of electricity generation from coal are shown by the trend lines (primary axis) and total
a 5·9% rise in 2010.153
electricity generation from coal by the bars (secondary axis). The global share of electricity generation from coal
is shown with the thick black line. Data series are shown to at least 2017 and are extended to 2018 when data
allow.
25

Indicator 3.1.3: zero-carbon emission electricity—headline

Coal combustion continues to be the largest contributor finding: the average annual growth rate in power generation
to emissions from the energy sector and is a major from wind and solar sources was 21% globally and 38% in
contributor to premature mortality due to air pollution China between 2010 and 2017, with all forms of low-carbon
(indicator 3.3). The phase-out of coal-fired power is energy responsible for 33% of total electricity generation
therefore an important first step in the mitigation of 30 worldwide in 2017
climate change. This indicator reports on progress Continued growth in renewable energy, particularly
towards a global phase-out, tracking the total primary wind and solar sources, is key to replacing fossil
energy supply from coal and coal’s share of total electricity fuels. This indicator tracks electricity generation and
generation, with methods provided in full in the appendix the share of total electricity generation from all
(pp 77–78).154
35 low-carbon sources (nuclear and all renewables,
Global coal use for energy increased by 1·2% from including hydro) and renewables (wind and solar,
2017 to 2018, and, although remaining below the excluding hydro and biomass). A full description of the
2014 peak, use of coal for energy has risen by 74% overall methods and data can be found in the appendix
since 1990. China, responsible for 52% of global coal (pp 79–80).154
consumption, has driven the rise, counteracting 40 Electricity generation from low-carbon sources
a 2017–18 reduction in coal use from other major continues to rise, growing by 10% from 2015 to 2017 to
economies such as Germany (–6·0%), the USA (–4·2%), then account for 33% of total generation. In China during
Australia (–3·3%), and Japan (–1·2%). However, the the same period, there was a 21% increase in low-carbon
share of electricity generation from coal in China is electricity generation, reaching 1800 TWh and 28% of all
falling rapidly, decreasing from 80% in 2007 to 66% 45 electricity produced.
in 2018, as China moves to other power sources to meet
Focusing on wind and solar energy reveals a similar
the rising demand for electricity (figure 12). Likewise, picture, with global electricity generation from these
northern and western Europe have seen falls in their sources increasing annually by 21% between 2010
share of electricity generation from coal, decreasing and 2017. During the same period, China saw an even
from 21% in 2013 to 13% in 2018.
50 higher growth rate in power generation from wind and
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, cheap oil, and solar sources of approximately 38% per year due to a
continued growth in renewables, global demand for coal rapid increase in the use of solar energy, reaching
fell by almost 8% in the first quarter of 2020 and is 425 TWh in 2017. Despite this rise, China’s share of
expected to remain at this level throughout the year.21 electricity generation from renewables remained
Additionally, Austria and Sweden closed their last 55 relatively small at 6·5%, similar to India’s 5·0%.
coal-fired power plants in April, 2020, with other Contrary to the decline in demand for fossil fuels, the
countries soon to follow.155
IEA expect the demand for renewable energy to increase
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Figure 13: Household energy usage
(A) Proportion of population with a primary reliance on clean fuels and technology for cooking by WHO region, 2000–18. (B) Proportion of clean energy at the point
of consumption in the global residential sector, 2000–16. Proportion is measured 20
as the zero-emission energy consumed (fuels with no emissions at the point of use)
over the total energy consumed in the residential sector. Electricity comprised 75% of total clean energy use in 2016.

in 2020 because of the lower operational costs of
In 2018, 63% of the global population relied primarily
renewable sources compared with fossil fuel sources, on clean fuels and technologies for cooking, an increase
but further policy support is necessary to continue this 25 of 26% since 2000. In China, this proportion increased
growth.21,156
from 43% in 2000 to 64% in 2018; in Vietnam, this
proportion increased from 13% to 64% during the same
Indicator 3.2: clean household energy
period. However, little progress has been made in subHeadline finding: primary reliance on healthy fuels and
Saharan Africa, where only 15% of households rely on
technology for household cooking has continued to rise,
30 clean fuels and technology for cooking. Importantly,
reaching 63% of the global population in 2018. However, total overall use of zero-emission energy in the home (for all
consumption of zero-emission energy for all household needs
sources, including heating and lighting) remains low
remained low at 26%
(26% globally in 2017) and has increased by only 2% per
The use of unhealthy and unsustainable fuels and year since 2010 (figure 13).
technologies for cooking, heating, and lighting in the 35 This section of the report is continuously evolving to
home contributes both to greenhouse gas emissions understand the health co-benefits of mitigation efforts,
and to dangerous concentrations of household air and is now able to present findings from a new indi
pollution.157 Primary reliance on such fuels and cator under development that tracks mortality from
technologies for cooking is particularly problematic, household air pollution. Taking data on fuel and stove
resulting in recur
rent direct exposure to high 40 types used for cooking and the typical characteristics of
concentrations of poor quality air and causing more housing ventilation, this indicator calculates household
than 3·8 million premature deaths every year.158 This exposure to PM2·5, both from cooking and from air
issue disproportionately affects women and children, pollution infiltrating from outside. A full explanation of
who, in many cultural contexts, spend more time in the the methods is described in the appendix (pp 81–82).
home than do men, are in charge of food preparation, 45 Here, the estimated effect of household factors on
and face threats to their safety associated with the deaths attributable to PM2·5 pollution in 2018 are
gathering of cooking fuels.157
presented for selected countries (figure 14). In the
This indicator draws on national surveys collected by middle-income countries assessed, the use of solid fuels
WHO across 194 countries and tracks the proportion of for cooking, combined with poor housing ventilation,
the population who use clean fuels and technologies for 50 increased mortality from PM2·5 exposure. For other
cooking, defined as those that have emission rate targets mostly high-income countries, housing design and
meeting WHO guidelines for air quality. This indicator extract ventilation prevented ambient air pollution from
also tracks the usage of zero-emission energy in the entering the home. Combined with the use of healthy
residential sector, measured as fuels with both zero cooking fuels, this prevention resulted in a net negative
greenhouse gas and zero particulate emissions at the 55 effect in total (both household and ambient) mortality
point of use (mainly electricity and renewable heating) attributable to PM2·5, showing a clear co-benefit of
with data from the IEA.154
mitigation.
22
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5

Net effect of household factors on premature mortality
attributable to PM2·5 pollution (deaths per million population)

Indicator 3.3: premature mortality from ambient air
pollution by sector
Headline finding: premature deaths from ambient PM2·5
attributed to coal use are rapidly declining, falling from
440 000 deaths in 2015 to 390 000 deaths in 2018.
However, total deaths from ambient PM2·5 have increased
slightly during this time period, from 2·95 million deaths in
2015 to 3·01 million deaths in 2018, highlighting the need
for accelerated intervention
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Many of the leading contributors to global greenhouse gas 10
emissions also contribute to ambient air pollution, dispro
50
portionately impacting on the health of communities with
0
a low socioeconomic status.159 Indeed, some 91% of deaths
from ambient air pollution occur in low-income and
–50
middle-income countries.160 This indicator tracks the 15
–100
source-attributable premature mortality from outdoor
ambient air pollution. The methods remain unchanged
and are described in the appendix (pp 83–84).161,162
Country
Trends in mortality due to air pollution vary by world
region. In Europe and China, mortality from air pollution 20 Figure 14: Estimated net effect of housing design and indoor fuel burning on
decreased from 2015 to 2018 as a result of the premature mortality due to air pollution in 2018
implementation of technologies to control emissions and PM =fine particulate matter.
reductions in the use of raw coal in the power and
Households
Power plants
Industry
Transport
Waste
residential sectors.163 The overall number of deaths
Natural
Agriculture
Other anthropogenic sources
Coal
attributable to ambient PM2·5 in 2018 was estimated at 25
3·01 million, a slight increase from the 2·95 million
African region
deaths in 2015. Nonetheless, the total and per-capita
Eastern Mediterranean region
deaths attributable to coal combustion have decreased
from roughly 440 000 deaths in 2015 to less than
European region
390 000 death in 2018 (figure 15). Decreases were also 30
seen in the contribution from biomass burning to
Region of the Americas
ambient PM2·5 deaths (about 410 000 deaths in 2015,
South-East Asia region
decreasing to 360 000 deaths in 2018) and were mostly
due to the increasing access to cleaner household fuels
Western Pacific region
(although, 2·6 billion people still rely on fuelwood 35
80
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
combustion in the home).164
Annual premature deaths from ambient PM2·5 per 100 000 inhabitants
If measures to respond to the economic fallout from
COVID-19 are aligned with the priorities of the Paris Figure 15: Premature deaths attributable to exposure to PM in 2015 and 2018 by key sources of pollution in
Agreement, transient reductions in air pollution fol WHO regions
lowing the sudden halt in economic activities and road 40 The coloured bars represent the attributable deaths if there were a constant 2015 population structure. The diamonds
transport could become more permanent, resulting in represent the total attributable deaths for 2018 when considering demographic changes. PM =fine particulate matter.
further improvements in health and air quality in 2020
and into the future.
active travel infrastructure can also help to reduce
inequality and improve mobility for those who otherwise
Indicator 3.4: sustainable and healthy transport
45 have sparse travel options.166 For the 2020 report, global
Headline finding: although fossil fuels continue to dominate
trends in fuel use for road transport were monitored, with
the transport sector, the use of electricity for road transport
methods and data available in the appendix (p 85).167
rose by 18·1% from 2016 to 2017, and the global electric
Global per-capita use of fuel for road transport
vehicle fleet increased to more than 5·1 million vehicles in 2018 increased by 0·5% from 2016 to 2017, with the rate of
(a rise of 2 million vehicles in only 12 months)
50 growth slowing slightly compared with previous years
The transition to ultra-low emission vehicles is another (figure 16). Although fossil fuels continue to contribute
essential component of mitigating climate change. In to most total fuel use, the use of clean fuels is growing at
addition, policies that reduce overall vehicle use and a much faster pace. Between 2016 and 2017, total use of
increase walking and cycling will yield the greatest bene fossil fuels for transport increased by only 1·7%, whereas
fits in terms of reductions in greenhouse gas emissions 55 the use of electricity for road transport increased by
and air pollution and the health advantages of increased 18·1%. From 2017 to 2018, the global electric vehicle fleet
physical activity.165 Well designed public transport and grew by an enormous 64·5%, rising to more than
2·5

2·5

2·5
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Figure 16: Per-capita fuel use for road transport
(A) All fossil fuels, biofuels, and electricity. (B) Electricity only. Please note the varying scales in the y-axes.

5·1 million vehicles in 2018. In line with this rapid compared with 380 kgCO2e per person in 2000.
growth, there are now more than 5·2 million charging
Ultimately, effective mitigation will maximise human
stations available for passenger vehicles and another 25 health while reducing food and agricultural emissions;
157 000 fast chargers available for buses worldwide.
however, no one diet is applicable everywhere and there
are important nuances and variations to be considered
Indicator 3.5: food, agriculture, and health
across regions and countries. Excessive consumption of
Indicator 3.5.1: emissions from agricultural production and
red meat brings considerable health consequences, and
consumption—headline finding: ruminant livestock continue 30 plant-based sources that are less emissions-intensive are
to dominate agriculture’s contribution to climate change and
important alternatives, particularly in Europe and the
are responsible for 56% of total agricultural emissions and
Americas where per-capita emissions are high. In other
93% of all livestock emissions globally. This proportion
parts of the world, sustainable farming and agricultural
represents a 5·5% increase in the per-capita emissions from
practices are being implemented to meet the nutritional
beef consumption between 2000 and 2017, which is
35 requirements of rapidly growing populations while also
particularly concerning given the sharp rise in population
keeping emissions low.171

during this time period and the health impacts of excess red
meat consumption

For more on the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations see http://www.
fao.org/faostat/en/#home

24

Indicator 3.5.2: diet and health co-benefits—headline finding:

The food system is responsible for 20–30% of global the global number of deaths due to excess red meat consumption
greenhouse gas emissions, most of which originate 40 rose to 990 000 deaths in 2017, a 72% increase since 1990
from meat and dairy livestock.168 Improved for the An unhealthy diet is one of the leading risk factors for
2020 report, agricultural emissions from countries’ premature death, both globally and in most regions.105
production and consumption (adjusting for international Combined with a range of food system-wide
trade) were tracked by use of data from the Food and interventions, achieving dietary change consistent with
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, with a 45 the Paris Agreement and the sustainable development
full description of methods and data provided in the goals is possible by reducing reliance on red meat
appendix (pp 86–91).169,170 Although countries’ emissions consumption and prioritising healthier alternatives,
are typically measured on a production basis, it is their with various diets and choices available depending on
consumption that generates the demand and results in the region, individual, and cultural context.172,173 New to
diet-related health outcomes.
50 the 2020 report, this indicator presents the change in
Overall emissions from livestock production have deaths attributable to dietary risks by focusing on
increased by 16% since 2000 to more than 3·2 GtCO2e in one particular area—the consumption of excess red
2017. Ruminants contribute to 93% of total livestock meat. Here, this indicator links food consumption from
emissions, of which non-dairy cattle con
tribute 67%. the food balance sheets of the Food and Agriculture
Regarding emissions from consumption, products from 55 Organization of the United Nations with dietary and
the beef industry dominate, both in absolute and per- weight-related risk factors, with a full description of
capita terms (figure 17). Average emissions from beef methods and data presented in the appendix
consumption were 402 kgCO2e per person in 2017, (pp 91–97).107,174
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Indicator 3.6: mitigation in the health-care sector
Headline finding: the health-care sector was responsible for
approximately 4·6% of global greenhouse gas emissions
in 2017, with substantial variations in per-capita emissions
and health-care access and quality

A

Per-capita agriculture emissions (KgCO2e)

Globally, diet and weight-related risk factors have 1
barely changed since 1990, accounting for 8·8 million
deaths in 2017, representing 19% of total mortality.
The regions with the largest proportion of diet-related
deaths included the Eastern Mediterranean region (28%), 5
the European region (25%), and the region of the
Americas (22%). High red meat consumption was
responsible for 990 000 deaths globally in 2017 (figure 18).
The greatest contribution to this total came from the
Western Pacific region, where red meat consumption 10
was responsible for an estimated 411 500 deaths (3·3% of
all deaths in this region). Although there has been an
overall improvement in dietary risk factors in Europe,
deaths attributable to red meat consumption still
accounted for 3·4% of all deaths (306 800 deaths).
15

5

Commodity
Maize
Wheat
Rice
Other crops

Total deaths attributable to excess red meat consumption

Health care is among the most important sectors in
Poultry
4
managing the effects of climate change and,
Pigs
Sheep and goats
simultaneously, this sector has an important role in
Cattle
3
reducing its own carbon emissions (panel 4). Emissions 25
from the global health-care sector were modelled by use
of environmentally extended multiregion input-output
2
(EE MRIO) models combined with data on health-care
expenditure from WHO.177–181 Based on external review
1
and feedback, the improvements in methodology 30
included adjustments in the EE MRIO satellite accounts
0
2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018
that reflect recent shifts in emissions intensities,
Year
particularly in the energy sector, with a full description of
methods and additional analysis in the appendix Figure 17: Agricultural production and consumption emissions, 2000–17
(pp 98–99).
35 (A) Emissions by WHO region. (B) Global agricultural consumption emissions by commodity. Trade data from the
In 2017, the health-care sector contributed to Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations were used to calculate these numbers. Per-capita
approximately 4·6% of global greenhouse gas emissions, production is shown by the solid lines and per-capita consumption by the dotted lines. GtCO2e=gigatonnes of
carbon dioxide equivalent. kgCO2e=kilograms of carbon dioxide equivalent.
a rise of 6·1% from 2016. On a per-capita level,
comparing emissions alone does not capture crucial
WHO region
differences in health outcomes among countries, 40
African region
500 000
Region of the Americas
including in access to care. Similarly, increases in
Eastern Mediterranean region
emissions in a single country over time might reflect
European region
400
000
additional health-care spending that improves
South-East Asia region
Western Pacific region
population health. Therefore, the 2015 per-capita
greenhouse gas emissions from the health-care sector 45
300 000
were plotted against the 2015 Healthcare Access and
Quality (HAQ) Index (figure 19).178 There was a clear
200 000
positive relationship between the two variables until
emissions reached 400 kgCO2e per person. After this
point, countries achieved very similar HAQ levels with 50
100 000
vastly different emissions profiles. For example, France,
Japan, and the USA had very high HAQ scores, and had
per-capita emissions ranging from 350 kgCO2e for
0
1990 1994 1998 2002
2006
2010
2014
2018
France, through to 1220 kgCO2e for Japan, and to 1720
Year
kgCO2e for the USA, suggesting that much of health 55
care can achieve high-quality patient outcomes with Figure 18: Deaths attributable to excess red meat consumption in 1990–2017
by WHO region
considerably reduced emissions.
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With more than 1·5 million employees, England’s National
Health Service (NHS England) is the largest single employer in
Europe and the largest single-payer health-care system in the
world, with an annual budget of £134 billion. Although
providing high-quality health care to a population of almost
56 million people, NHS England contributes to 4–5% of the
country’s total greenhouse gas emissions. Accountable to both
NHS England and Public Health England, the Sustainable
Development Unit was founded in 2008 to ensure the health
service met its commitments under the UK Climate Change
Act. Since then, the NHS has achieved impressive reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions while maintaining high standards
of care and decreasing costs, reducing delivery of care
emissions by 57% and emissions from its supply chain and
broader responsibilities by 22% compared with 1990 levels.175
In January, 2020, NHS England announced its commitment to
become the world’s first net zero health system, alongside a
new campaign for a greener NHS.176 A new baseline of NHS
England’s carbon footprint was quantified and different
sources of emissions were identified by use of a hybrid model
of bottom-up measurements of direct emissions (ie, onsite
fossil fuel use, fleet and transport, and anaesthetic gases) and
energy use, and top-down measurements based on
multiregional input–output models to estimate other indirect
emissions (eg, from the upstream energy system,
pharmaceutical procurement, and patient use of metred dose
inhalers). NHS England is now working to develop a strategy
for how and when net zero emissions can be achieved.
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Figure 19: National per-capita greenhouse gas emissions from the healthcare sector against the Healthcare Access and Quality Index for 2015
kgCO2e=kilograms of carbon dioxide equivalent.

dimensions of the impacts of climate change and the
efforts to respond.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
estimate that limiting warming to 1·5°C would require an
annual investment in the energy system equivalent
30 to around 2·5% of global GDP until 2035.82 Such
investment would limit the cost of the damage from climate
change (up to $4 trillion per year by 2100 if warming is
Conclusion
limited to 2°C rather than to 3°C) and generate a range of
The trends during the past year show a concerning other economic benefits (eg, the creation of new
paucity of progress in numerous sectors, including a 35 technologies and industries) and health benefits from
continued failure to reduce the carbon intensity of the avoiding the effects of climate change and current carbonglobal energy system, an increase in the use of coal-fired intensive activities. Once such factors are considered, the
power, and a rise in agricultural emissions and premature overall economic implications of limiting warming to
deaths from excess red meat consumption. These issues 1·5°C are likely to be positive, particularly if responses in
are in part counteracted by the growth of renewable 40 policy are accelerated as soon as possible to a level
energy and improvements in low-carbon transport. commensurate with the scale of the challenge. Estimates
Although the use of these greener options continues to suggest that investment to “bend the curve” from the
rise at a pace, it is important to consider that they are world’s current path and limit warming to a rise of 1·5°C by
starting from a low baseline.
2100 would generate a net global benefit of $264–610 trillion
In many cases, 2020 will probably be an inflection 45 (3·1–7·2 times the size of the global economy in 2018).12
point for several of the indicators presented during the
The global economy will look substantially different
coming decade, with the direction of future trends yet to following the recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. As
be seen. Ensuring that the recovery from the pandemic is governments around the world grapple with the
synergistic with the long-term public health imperative challenge of restarting their economies, ensuring that
of responding to climate change will be crucial in the 50 these efforts are aligned with the response to climate
coming months, years, and decades.
change is important. If the enormous fiscal stimulus that
will be required is directed away from high-carbon, and
Section 4: economics and finance
towards low-carbon, infrastructure and activities, an
Section 1 described the emerging human symptoms of opportunity to permanently bend the curve presents
climate change, and sections 2 and 3 detailed efforts to 55 itself. Metrics examining these core concepts are tracked
adapt and mitigate against the worst of these effects. In in this report, allowing future data to reveal the longturn, section 4 examines the financial and economic term effect of COVID-19 on the low-carbon economy.
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Indicator 4.1.2: costs of heat-related mortality—headline
finding: the monetised value of global heat-related mortality
increased from 0·23% of gross world product in 2000 to
0·37% in 2018. Europe was the worst affected in 2018,
with costs equal to the average income of 11 million of its
citizens and 1·2% of regional gross national income
As indicator 1.1.3 highlights, rising temperatures and
extremes of heat are resulting in worsening morbidity
www.thelancet.com Vol 396
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Equivalent number of people's incomes (millions)

The nine indicators in this section fall into two broad 1 and mortality for populations around the world. The
domains. The first is the health and economic costs of 2020 report introduces a new indicator that considers
climate change and its mitigation (indicators 4.1.1–4.1.4). the economic impact of this problem by tracking the
This domain includes two new indicators for the monetised value of global heat-related mortality. To do
2020 report: the economics of heat-related mortality 5 so, this indicator uses the value of a statistical life
(indicator 4.1.2) and the potential reduction in earnings estimated for the member countries of the Organisation
from heat-related loss of labour capacity (indicator 4.1.3). for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
The second domain examines the economics of the tran and the fixed ratio of the value of a statistical life to
sition to zero-carbon economies (indicators 4.2.1–4.2.5), gross national income for non-OECD countries,
which is fundamental to the improvement of human 10 applying these values to the heat-related mortality data
health and wellbeing. This domain also includes a new from indicator 1.1.3.184,185 To address any distributional
indicator (indicator 4.2.5) that merges three indicators effects, and to more accurately capture the economic
presented in previous reports (ie, on fossil fuel subsidies, harm that climate change presents to low-income and
the strength and coverage of carbon prices, and carbon middle-income countries, two indices have been
pricing revenues) to examine the net carbon prices in 15 calculated. The value of mortality is presented as a
place around the world.
proportion of total gross national income (and gross
world product) and as the average income per person
Indicator 4.1: the health and economic costs of climate
this loss would be equivalent to in a given country and
change and benefits from mitigation
region. A full description of the methods, data, caveats,
Indicator 4.1.1: economic losses due to climate-related
20 and further analysis are described in the appendix (pp
extreme events—headline finding: in 2019, economic losses
103–106).
from climate-related extreme events were nearly five times
As global heat-related mortality increased from 2000 to
greater in low-income economies than in high-income
2018, so too did the monetised cost of these deaths. At a
economies. Just 4% of these losses were insured in low-income global level and represented as a proportion of gross
economies compared with 60% in high-income economies
25 world product, the cost increased from 0·23% in 2000 to
Section 1 presented the evidence linking the impacts of 0·37% in 2018. Because of the high number of heatclimate change to human health and wellbeing. The related deaths, Europe was the worst affected WHO
loss of physical infrastructure (eg, agricultural land, region, reaching a cost equivalent to the income of
homes, and health infrastructure) because of such 11 million of its citizens in 2018 (led by Germany at
events will further exacerbate these health effects. This 30 1·9 million; figure 20) and 1·2% of regional gross For more on the data used for
indicator tracks the total annual economic losses national income. Although in terms of the proportion of this indicator see https://www.
sigma-explorer.com/
(insured and uninsured) that result from climate- gross national income the value of mortality for the
related extreme events. The methodology has changed Western Pacific region (0·43%) and the South-East Asia
from previous reports and is described in full in region (0·19%) was comparatively low, the impact is
the appendix (pp 101–103).182
35 more substantial when considered against the average
In 2019, 236 climate-related extreme events were income in these regions.
recorded, with absolute economic losses totalling
$132 billion. Although most of these losses occurred in
WHO region
high-income economies, when normalised by GDP, the
African region
Eastern Mediterranean region
Region of the Americas
value of total economic losses in low-income countries 40
South-East Asia region
Western Pacific region
European region
was nearly five times greater. In addition, although 60%
30
of losses in high-income economies were insured, this
proportion reduced to 3–5% for other income groups.
25
When normalised by GDP, relative economic losses
have been decreasing as the number of total extreme 45
20
events has been increasing, suggesting that adaptation
and prevention are reducing the impacts of these
15
events.183
10
5
0
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Year

Figure 20: Cost of heat-related mortality represented as the number of people to whose income this value is
equivalent, on average, for each WHO region
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Indicator 4.1.3: loss of earnings from heat-related reduction in
labour capacity—headline finding: rising temperatures make
outdoor labour increasingly difficult, often resulting in public
health and economic consequences for a wide range of
occupations. By 2015, heat-related reduction in labour
capacity resulted in earnings losses equivalent to an estimated
3·9–5·9% of GDP in the lower-middle-income countries
tracked

1

5

considered. By 2015, averaged estimated losses in
earnings reached the equivalent of 3·9–5·9% of GDP for
the lower-middle-income countries tracked, including
Indonesia, India, and Cambodia, and between 0·6–1·0%
for the upper-middle-income countries tracked,
including China, Brazil, and Mexico.

Indicator 4.1.4: costs of the health impacts of air pollution—

Higher temperatures, driven by climate change, are headline finding: across Europe, ambient PM2·5 pollution from
affecting people’s ability to work (indicator 1.1.4). This 10 human activity reduced between 2015 and 2018. If held
new indicator considers the loss of earnings that could constant, this improvement alone would lead to an annual
result from such reduced capacity, compounding the average reduction in years of life lost to the current population
initial cause of ill health and impacting on wellbeing. worth $8·8 billion
The indicator adopts the outputs of indicator 1.1.4 for As described in indicator 3.3, global mortality due
25 countries, selected by the impact their workers 15 to ambient PM2·5 pollution has risen from around
experience and for geographical coverage, and com 2·95 million deaths in 2015 to 3·01 million deaths in
bines these outputs with data on average earnings by 2018. However, because of improvements in air quality,
country and sector held in the International Labor including the closure of coal power stations, premature
Organization databases.40 These estimates will be mortality due to air pollution in Europe has decreased
modified by various factors, ranging from whether or 20 during the same period. This indicator captures the cost
not sick leave was taken, the presence of workers’ sick of that change in the EU by placing an economic value on
pay rights, and the availability of shade. A full the years of life lost that result from exposure to PM2·5
description of the methods and additional analysis is from anthropogenic sources, with the methods and data
provided in the appendix (pp 107–120).
described in full in the appendix (pp 121–122).186
When taken as a share of GDP, low-income and lower- 25 If the population of the EU in 2015 were to be exposed
middle-income countries are the worst affected by heat- to anthropogenic PM2·5 emissions at 2018 levels instead
related reductions in labour capacity, with economic of those present in 2015 consistently during the course
losses predominantly seen in agriculture, despite this of their lives, the total average economic value of
sector being on average the lowest paid of the sectors the reduction in years of life lost would be around
30
25

10
9

35
Cost of years of life lost (US$billions per year)
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Figure 21: Annual cost of years of life lost and average months of life lost per person due to anthropogenic PM2·5 exposure
PM2·5=fine particulate matter.
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10

Indicator 4.2: the economics of the transition to
zero-carbon economies
Indicator 4.2.1: investment in new coal capacity—headline
finding: largely driven by China, investment in new coal
capacity has been declining since 2011 and decreased by 6%
between 2018 and 2019. Despite this reduction, global coal
capacity continues to increase, with fewer retirements than
there were additions of coal plants for every year tracked

Index of global investment in coal-fired power capacity

$8·8 billion (€9·85 billion) every year. Despite this, 2018
PM2·5 levels are still damaging to the cardiovascular and
respiratory systems, and the total average cost to
the current population would still be $116 billion
(€129 billion) per year. Based on the levels of air pollution
in 2018, the average life lost per person in the EU is
5·7 months, but this loss of life is estimated at more
than 8 months per person for individuals in Poland,
Romania, Hungary, Italy, and Belgium (figure 21).
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Figure 22: Annual investment in coal-fired capacity, 2006–19
An index score of 100 corresponds to 2006 levels of capacity.

Annual investment (US$2019 billions)

As identified in section 3, phasing out coal is essential,
Fossil fuels
Other renewables and nuclear
Hydropower
not only for the mitigation of climate change, but also for 20
Electricity networks and storage
Energy efficiency
the reduction of premature mortality due to air pollution.
2500
Taking data from the IEA, this indicator looks at future
coal use, tracking investment in new coal-fired power
355
generation. The data represent ongoing capital spending,
2000
243
282
with investment in a new coal plant spread evenly from 25
260
251
251
250
298
the year construction begins to the year the plant
273
1500
301
309
299
277
55
becomes operational.187 For the 2020 report, data are
290
presented for key countries and regions alongside the
306
303
296
56 301
global trend. Further details on the methods and data can
51
52
53
52
1000
be found in the appendix (p 123).
30
1391
Following the trend since 2011, global investment in
1150
978
976
975
972
500
coal-fired power decreased by a further 6% between 2018
and 2019 (figure 22). With a 27% reduction in investments
during these 2 years, China has been driving this decline.
0
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Final investment decisions (the point at which the project’s 35
Year
future development is approved) have reached their lowest
point in 40 years and, driven by declining investment in Figure 23: Annual investment in energy supply and efficiency
Asia, in part as a result of COVID-19, a further 11% reduc
tion in investment is forecast for 2020. However, despite a wider context to indicator 4.2.1. Data are sourced from
substantial decline in actual investment, there were more 40 the IEA and the methodology remains the same as that in
final investment decisions in China in 2019 than in 2018, the 2019 report of The Lancet Countdown, with hydro
and, with the approval of 8 GW of new capacity, the power now considered separately and all values presented
number of final investment decisions had reached 2019 in US$2019.187
levels by March, 2020. Additionally, with fewer retirements
Since 2016, investment in global energy supply and
than there were additions of coal plants in 2019 (and in 45 efficiency has remained stable at just less than $1·9 trillion,
every year presented), there was an overall increase in with fossil fuel supply consistently accounting for around
global coal capacity.
half this value and all renewables and energy efficiency
combined maintaining a share of 32% (figure 23). For a
Indicator 4.2.2: investments in zero-carbon energy and energy
pathway consistent with 1·5°C of warming this century,
efficiency—headline finding: progress towards zero-carbon
50 annual investments must increase to $4·3 trillion by 2030,
energy has stalled; investments in zero-carbon energy and
with investment in renewable electricity, electricity
energy efficiency have not increased since 2016 and are a long
networks and storage, and energy efficiency accounting
way from doubling by 2030, which is required to be consistent
for at least half this value.188
with the Paris Agreement
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, short-term
This indicator monitors annual global investment in 55 disruption and long-term reassessments of probable
zero-carbon energy, energy efficiency, electricity networks, returns mean that total energy investment is estimated to
and in all fossil fuels, complementing and providing a decrease by 20% in 2020 (the largest fall ever recorded),
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with investment in oil and gas supply to be reduced by a 1 jobs in 2019 (12·7 million) was slightly lower than the
third. Investment in renewables is likely to fare better number in 2018 (13·1 million).
than is investment in fossil fuel capacity, with investment
As the demand for fossil fuels declines, planned
in zero-carbon energy (ie, nuclear, hydropower, and other efforts, including retraining and job placements, are
renewables) and energy efficiency projected to increase 5 important to ensure the ongoing employment of those
from 32% to 37% in 2020 because of falling investments currently working in fossil fuel extraction industries.
in fossil fuels.187 Stimulus plans focused on boosting The same will be true as part of the response to
energy efficiency and renewable energy will be essential COVID-19, with structured retraining and deployment
to ensure that the power generation system is on track to programmes for renewable energy potentially forming
meet the sustainable development goals and the goals of 10 an important component of a recovery plan. Indeed, the
the Paris Agreement.156
IEA estimates that such a strategy, which accelerates the
deployment of low-carbon electricity sources, expands
Indicator 4.2.3: employment in low-carbon and high-carbon
access to electricity grids and energy efficiency, and
industries—headline finding: renewable energy provided
delivers cleaner transport, would create an additional
11·5 million jobs in 2019, a 4·5% rise from 2018. Although
15 9 million jobs per year globally during the next 3 years.156

still employing more people overall than the renewable energy
industry, employment in fossil fuel extraction declined by 3%
from 2018 to 2019

Indicator 4.2.4: funds divested from fossil fuels—headline finding:
the global value of new funds committed to fossil fuel divestment
There is mounting evidence that employees in some fossil in 2019 was $4·01 trillion, of which health institutions
fuel extractive industries, particularly those in coal 20 accounted for around $19 million. From 2008 to 2019, there was
mining, and populations living in close proximity to these a cumulative sum of $11·51 trillion divested from fossil fuels,
industries, have a high incidence of certain illnesses, such with health institutions accounting for $42 billion
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For more on 350.org see
https://350.org/

as chronic respiratory diseases, cancers, and congenital By encouraging investors to reduce their financial
anomalies.189,190 Combined with increased job certainty, a interests in the fossil fuel industry, divestment efforts
managed transition of employment opportunities away 25 both remove the social licence to operate and guard
from fossil fuel-related industries and towards low-carbon against the risk of losses due to stranded assets in a world
industries will result in the improved occupational health in which demand for fossil fuels rapidly decreases.194,195
of employees within the energy sector. This indicator This indicator tracks the total global value of funds
tracks global direct employment in fossil fuel extraction divested from fossil fuels and the value of divested funds
industries (ie, coal mining, and oil and gas exploration 30 coming from health institutions by use of data provided
and production) and direct and indirect (supply chain) by 350.org, with annual data and full methodology
employment in renewable energy for the most recent year described in the appendix (pp 126–127).196
available, with a full description of the methods and data
From 2008 to the end of 2019, 1157 organisations, with
available in the appendix (pp 125–126).191–193
cumulative assets worth at least $11·51 trillion, have
Globally, around 11·5 million people were employed 35 committed to fossil fuel divestment (figure 24). Of these
directly or indirectly by the renewable energy industry in organisations, only 23 are health institutions, including the
2019, representing an increase of 4·5% from 2018. The World Medical Association, the British Medical Associ
solar photovoltaic sector provided over a third of these ation, the Canadian Medical Association, the UK Faculty of
jobs, with employment also rising in wind, bioenergy, Public Health, the Royal College of General Practitioners,
and other technologies. Fossil fuel extraction industries 40 the Royal Australasian College of Physicians, Gundersen
continue to employ more people globally than do all Health System, the Berlin Doctors Pension Fund, and the
renewable energy industries, although the number of Royal College of Emergency Medicine, with total assets of
approximately $42 billion. The annual value of new funds
committed to divesting increased from $2·14 trillion
Global
14 000
70
Global
45 in 2018 to $4·01 trillion in 2019. However, divestment
12 000
60
(including divestment with no date recorded)
from health institutions has decreased from $867 million
Health-care institutions
10 000
50
in 2018 to $19 million in 2019, owed mainly to divestment
from particularly large institutions in previous years.
8000
40

Year

Figure 24: Cumulative divestment globally and in health-care institutions
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Indicator 4.2.5: net value of fossil fuel subsidies and carbon
prices—headline finding: 58 of the 75 countries reviewed were
operating with a net negative carbon price in 2017.
The resulting net loss of revenue was, in many cases, equivalent
to substantial proportions of the national health budget

55

Placing a price on greenhouse gas emissions provides
an incentive to drive the transition towards a low-carbon
economy.197,198 This strategy also allows for a closer
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Net carbon revenue as a share of national health expenditure (%)

Net carbon revenue (US$2018 billions)

Net carbon prices (US$2018 per tCO2)

reflection of the true cost of emissions-intensive prac 1
B
C
A
tices, particularly fossil fuel use, capturing some of the
20
100
60
negative externalities resulting from their impact on
40
health. However, not all countries explicitly set carbon
10
0
prices, and, in some cases, the strength of any carbon 5
20
0
price might be undermined by the opposing influence of
0
–100
subsidies on fossil fuel production and consumption.199,200
–20
–10
Indicator 4.2.5 has been created for the 2020 report by
–200
–40
combining previous indicators on fossil fuel subsidies and
–20
carbon pricing. This indicator calculates net, economy- 10
–60
–300
wide average carbon prices and associated net carbon
–30
–80
revenue to government. The calculations are based on the
–400
–100
value of overall fossil fuel subsidies, the revenue from
–40
carbon pricing mechanisms, and the total CO2 emissions
–120
–500
–50
of the economy. Data on fossil fuel subsidies are calculated 15
2016
–140
201,202
2017
on the basis of analysis from the IEA and OECD.
–160
–600
–60
Together, these sources cover 75 countries and account for
around 92% of global CO2 emissions. Carbon prices and Figure 25: Net carbon prices, net carbon revenues, and net carbon revenue as a share of current national
revenues are derived from data in the World Bank Carbon health expenditure across 75 countries in 2016 and 2017
Pricing Dashboard and include international, national, 20 (A) Net carbon prices. (B) Net carbon revenues. (C) Net carbon revenue as a share of current national health
and subnational mechanisms within countries, 38 of which expenditure. The boxes represent the IQRs, the horizontal lines inside the boxes represent the medians, and the
crosses represent the means. The brackets represent the range from minimum to maximum; however, points are
overlap with those covered by subsidy data and thus form represented as outliers beyond this range if their values are 1·5 times the IQR less than the first quartile or more
part of this analysis. A full description of the methodology, than the third quartile. tC02=tonnes of carbon dioxide.
other data sources, and the methods for integrating these
sources, can be found in the appendix (pp 129–137).
25 during the course of several years, leaving a lasting For more on the World Bank
Of the 75 countries, 61 (81%) countries in 2016 and impact on the world. Indeed, the nature and extent of the Carbon Pricing Dashboard see
https://carbonpricingdashboard.
58 (77%) countries in 2017 had net negative carbon prices, economic impact and response to this pandemic will have worldbank.org/
and only 14 (19%) countries in 2016 and 17 (23%) countries a defining role in determining whether the world meets
in 2017 had a price higher than zero, a result of substantial the commitments of the Paris Agreement. For this reason,
subsidies for fossil fuel production and consumption 30 strong investment in mitigation and adaptation tech
(figure 25). The median net carbon revenue was negative, nologies and interventions is more important now than
a pay-out of $0·66 billion (IQR –0·04 to –3·48), with some ever before, and shall lead to healthier and more prepared
countries providing net fossil fuel subsidies in the tens of hospitals, economies, and populations.
billions of dollars each year. In many cases, these sub
sidies were equivalent to substantial proportions of the 35 Section 5: public and political engagement
national health budget—more than 100% in eight of the As previous sections made clear, the health impacts of
75 countries in 2017. Of the 38 countries that had formal climate change are multiplying, disproportionately
carbon pricing mechanisms in place in 2017, 21 still had affecting those who have contributed least to rising
net negative carbon prices.
global temperatures. The public are voicing concern as
40 individuals, and as members of communities and new
Conclusion
social movements, urging for greater ambition from
The economic and financial dimensions of public health those with the power to curb carbon emissions.203–210
and climate change are central to any comprehensive
This section tracks engagement in health and climate
mitigation and adaptation effort. This section has covered change across multiple parts of society, including the
the health and economic costs of climate change and the 45 media, by individuals, scientists, governments, and the
indicators of progress underlying a transition to a low- corporate sector. For each group, the methods used in
carbon economy. We have developed several new metrics previous reports have been enhanced, increasing the
to inform this section and will continue to expand the sensitivity and specificity of the metrics of health and
geographical coverage and reach of these indicators in climate change engagement.
subsequent reports.
50 The media, and national newspapers in particular, are
The outlook presented here is mixed. On the one hand, central to shaping public perceptions of climate
investment in new coal capacity continues to decrease and change.211–214 The media indicator (indicator 5.1) tracks
employment in renewable energy continues to rise. On newspaper coverage of health and climate change in
the other hand, composite indicators of net carbon pricing 36 countries, with additional analysis provided for China’s
reveal that government policies are often miscoordinated, 55 People’s Daily (the official voice of the government and
resulting in inefficiencies and disrupted price signals. The China’s most influential newspaper), and content analysis
full economic effects of COVID-19 will continue to develop of newspaper coverage in India and the USA.215,216
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Average number of newspaper articles per month

Individual engagement (indicator 5.2) is tracked 1 analyses of China’s People’s Daily and the content of
through the use of Wikipedia, an online information coverage in leading newspapers in India and the USA. The
source that has outpaced traditional encyclopaedias in analysis of coverage was based on keyword searches (in
terms of reach, coverage, and comprehensiveness.217–221
English, German, Portuguese, and Spanish) for health and
Reintroduced in the 2020 report with a revised 5 climate change in 61 newspapers selected to provide a
methodology, the scientific indicator (indicator 5.3) global spread of high circulation papers. The search
tracks academic engagement with health and climate strategy was revised for the 2020 report to exclude false
change in peer-reviewed journals, the premier source of positives while retaining true positive articles. Additionally,
high-quality research that provides evidence used by the coverage of health and climate change in Renmin Ribao,
media, the government, and the public.218,222,223
10 the Chinese language edition of People’s Daily, was tracked
The fourth indicator (indicator 5.4) focuses on the by use of keyword searches, algorithm-based natural
governmental domain, a key arena for driving the global language processing, and manual screening. The content
response to climate change. This indicator tracks of coverage of health and climate change was analysed in
government engagement in health and climate change at India (in The Times of India and The Hindustan Times) and
the UN General Assembly, where the UN General Debate 15 the USA (in The New York Times and The Washington Post)
provides a platform for national leaders to address the from July 1, 2019, to Sept 30, 2019, and from Nov 1, 2019,
global community.224,225 New to the 2020 report, this indi to Dec 31, 2019. These periods were chosen to include
cator also examines engagement with health in the NDCs extreme weather (monsoons and drought) and the
that underpin the UNFCCC 2015 Paris Agreement.4,226,227
25th Conference of the Parties (COP; COP25).28 The
The final indicator (indicator 5.5) focuses on the 20 newspapers form part of the elite press that, via their
corporate sector, which, through the sector’s behaviour influence on the country’s political and economic elites,
and wider political influence, is central to the transition have an influence on the policy agenda.231–236 Articles were
to a low-carbon economy.228–230 This indicator tracks searched by health and climate change keywords and
engagement with health and climate change in health- manually screened; the final sample of 209 articles was
For more on the UN Global care companies within the UN Global Compact, the 25 independently coded by use of the template developed for
Compact see https://www. world’s biggest corporate sustainability framework.
the 2018 analysis.28,237 Full descriptions of the methods, data
unglobalcompact.org/
sources, and further analyses are presented in the appendix
Indicator 5.1: media coverage of health and climate
(pp 136–168).
change
Across the 36 countries, an increasing proportion of
Headline finding: although total coverage of climate change
30 newspaper articles on climate change refer to human
increased substantially from 2018 to 2019, the rise was even
health. From 2018 to 2019, health and climate change
greater for coverage of health and climate change, which
coverage increased by 96%, outpacing the increase in
increased by 96% during this period and has considerably
overall coverage of climate change (74%). From 2007 to
increased from 2007 to 2019
2019, the average monthly number of newspaper articles
This indicator tracks coverage of health and climate change 35 on health and climate change increased by 57% and the
from 2007 to 2019 in 36 countries, together with separate average monthly number of articles on climate change
increased by 23%. Overall, the coverage for health and
Health and climate change
900
climate change only made up 16% of all climate change
Climate change
coverage in the 2007–19 period (figure 26).
Climate change (linear)
800
40 Coverage of health and climate change peaked in
700
months that coincided with the 15th COP (COP15) in 2009
(Copenhagen, Denmark) and the 21st COP (COP21) in
600
2015 (Paris, France). Coverage rose again in late 2018 and
500
remained high across 2019, corresponding with the rise of
45 the school climate strikes and a series of extreme weather
400
events, including the Californian and southern Australian
300
wildfires.
200
Between 2008 and 2019, 275 (1·8%) of 15 001 articles on
climate change in People’s Daily were related to health.
100
50 Health-related coverage spiked in 2013 because of coverage
0
of the health threats of air pollution and heatwaves.238
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Regarding the content of coverage in newspapers in
Year
India and the USA, three broad themes were identified
Figure 26: Average monthly coverage of climate change, and health and climate change combined, in
in articles linking health and climate change. The
61 newspapers from 36 countries, 2007–19
55 dominant theme was the health impacts of climate
The non-linear lines represent the average monthly coverage of climate change and health and climate change
change, discussed in 142 (68%) of 209 articles. References
only across the 61 newspapers. The linear line represents the linear trend of the average number of climate change
articles per month between 2007 and 2019.
were often to the broad health impacts of climate change
32
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Number of publications

(eg, the Hindustan Times wrote, on Nov 14, 2019, that 1 Indicator 5.3: coverage of health and climate change in
“few countries are likely to suffer from the health effects scientific journals
of climate change as much as India”).239 More specific Headline finding: between 2007 and 2019, original research on
connections were also made to climate-related stressors health and climate change increased by a factor of eight, a
(eg, extreme weather events, wildfires, and population 5 trend driven by research led by scientists in high-income
displacement) and health sequelae (eg, vector-borne countries
disease and mental ill health).
This indicator is based on keyword searches for health
The second theme related to the common causes and and climate change in OVID MEDLINE and OVID
co-benefits of addressing climate change and health, Embase and used the comprehensive indexing sys
discussed in 81 (39%) of 209 articles. Air pollution was the 10 tems and thesaurus of Medical Subject Headings for
most frequently highlighted topic in this theme. The co- MEDLINE and Emtree for Embase. Methods, data
benefits of lifestyle changes to protect health and reduce sources, and further analyses are described in the
emissions were also noted. The third theme focused on appendix (pp 183–193).
adaptation, discussed in 25 (12%) of 209 articles. For
Between 2007 and 2019, 5579 published academic
example, the Times of India, on Dec 10, 2019, noted 15 articles referred to links between climate change and
that “all levels of government need to prioritize building health. The period saw an increase in original research
health system resilience to climate change”.240 In addition, (ie, primary studies and evidence reviews) by a factor of
a small group of articles (six across the corpus) made a eight and an increase in research-related articles (ie,
link between health and climate change with respect to editorials, reviews, comments, and letters) by a factor of
activism and protests.
20 three. In 2011, the number of original research articles
The relative prominence of the three main themes in surpassed the number of research-related articles, with
the 2019 analysis matched that of the 2018 analysis, and new research representing 60% of total scientific output
the Times of India again gave more emphasis to the on health and climate change in 2019 (445 of 744 articles;
common causes and co-benefits of addressing climate figure 27).
change and health than did the other newspapers.28
25 Consistent with observations in section 1 (panel 3), the
overall increase in research on health and climate change
Indicator 5.2: individual engagement in health and
was mainly led by scientists based in high-income
climate change
countries. USA-led research made up 1507 (27·0%) of
Headline finding: individual information seeking about health
5579 articles in 2007–19 and 194 (26·1%) of 744 articles
and climate change increased by 24% from 2018 to 2019,
30 in 2019. UK-led research produced 826 (14·8%) articles
driven mainly by initial interest in health
in 2007–19 and 114 (15·3%) in 2019. Major contributions
Wikipedia usage provides a digital footprint of individual to the 2019 output also come from the Netherlands
information seeking.241,242 This indicator tracks individual (63 [8·5%] of 744) and Switzerland (50 [6·7%] of 744).
engagement in health and climate change by capturing Increases were also evident for China, South Africa, and
visits to pairs of articles (eg, an individual clicking from 35 India.
a page on human health to one on climate change). By
Across the same period, articles on health and climate
use of data from the Wikimedia Foundation on the change represented only a small proportion (5579 [9·2%])
English version of Wikipedia (representing around 50% of a total of 60 883 articles on climate change. However,
of global traffic to all Wikipedia language editions), this
indicator is based on 6902 articles related to health and 40
Original research
800
1837 articles related to climate change.243,244 Methods, data
Non-original research
Total
700
sources, and further analyses are described in the
appendix (pp 169–182).
600
In both 2018 and 2019, individuals typically visited
articles on either health or climate change, with little co- 45
500
click activity between these pages. When these articles
400
were linked, the majority (75%) of co-visits started from
a health-related page. Although the overall number of
300
health and climate change co-views was low, the value
200
did increase by 24% from 2018 to 2019, pointing to a 50
rising individual engagement in the links between these
100
two topics. In both years, co-clicks increased in months
coinciding with key events in climate politics. Co-clicks
0
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
from articles on climate change to health in 2019 spiked
Year
during the COP and in September at the time of 55
Greta Thunberg’s speech at the UN’s Climate Action Figure 27: Scientific journal articles relating to health and climate change,
2007–19
Summit.245
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particularly in the Western Pacific region. By contrast,
engagement remained low among the more powerful
91%
90
global actors, and particularly among those with the
80
highest CO₂ emissions (eg, the USA, China, and the EU).
72%
70
5 For the third consecutive year, President Donald Trump’s
60
statement on behalf of the USA failed to make a single
50
reference to climate change, let alone to the link between
40
climate change and health. However, 2019 did see
28%
30
growing engagement with climate change and health by
20
10 other high-income countries (eg, Australia, Canada,
10
Germany, and Spain) and by low-income countries,
0
particularly in the African region (eg, Burkina Faso,
African region
Eastern
European region South-East Asia
Region of
Western Pacific
Botswana, Côte d’Ivoire, Niger, and Togo).
Mediterranean
region
the Americas
region
region
At the 2019 UN General Debate, the majority of health
WHO region
15 and climate change references focused on the health
Figure 28: References to health in NDCs by WHO region
impacts of climate change. For example, Dominica
The European region, which consists of 53 countries, is adjusted for the single NDC representing 28 EU countries;
broached the effects of climate change on small island
treating the EU as one country would increase the regional proportion of NCDs referencing health to 60%.
developing states, highlighting “rising sea levels, violent
NDCs=Nationally Determined Contributions.
tropical storms and hurricanes, periods of severe drought
the increase in articles relating to health and climate 20 alternating with floods and forest fires, new plant
change was greater than the increase in overall climate diseases, and vector-borne disease such as chikungunya
change output.
and Zika present an existential threat”.249 Similarly,
Tonga’s UN General Debate statement discussed how
Indicator 5.4: government engagement in health and
extreme weather events linked to climate change “are
climate change
25 increasingly more intense, inflicting damage and
Headline finding: national governments are increasingly paying destruction on our communities and ecosystems and
attention to health and climate change. Small island
putting the health of our peoples at risk”.250
developing states are leading this trend at the UN General
The 2019 UN General Debate also saw discussion of
Debate, and poorer and more climate-vulnerable countries were adaptation and resilience to “upgrade and climate-proof
more likely to reference health in their NDCs, with 95% of least- 30 our health-care facilities” (Nauru),251 improve “the quality
developed countries making these references
of health care and the durability of health-care systems in
This indicator examines engagement with health and the face of the climate crisis” (Palau),252 and build “climate
climate change in the UN General Debate and engagement change resilience in our sectoral policies and strategies
with health in NDCs committed to as part of the 2015 Paris for health, transport, agriculture and pastoral production”
Agreement.4,224 The indicator uses keyword searches of the 35 (Niger).253
UN General Debate corpus, with algorithm-based, natural
The second part of this indicator focuses on health
language processing applied to the official English versions within the NDCs, assessing both the references and their
of the statements.246,247 References to health-related terms prominence within the text. Here, 135 (73%) of 185 NDCs
(eg, “health”, “illness”, “disease”, and “malnutrition”) and included considerations of public health. At the WHO
climate-related health exposures were examined in the 40 regional level, all countries in the South-East Asia and
185 countries who registered their NDCs in the UNFCCC Eastern Mediterranean regions discussed these links
repository by March, 2020, with a total of 2159 pages of text (figure 28). At the country level, references to health were
analysed. Building on previous analyses, this indicator particularly common among the UNFCCC-defined leastanalyses references and their prominence in the text.227,248 developed countries (40 [95%] of 42). By contrast, the
Methods, data sources, and further analyses are described 45 NDCs of the EU (representing the contributions of
in the appendix (pp 194–218).
28 countries) and the USA did not have any references.
As part of the annual UN General Assembly, the
A range of health dimensions were highlighted in the
UN General Debate provides a global forum for national NDCs, including the direct impacts of climate change on
leaders to discuss issues they consider important. Health health and health-related infrastructure. For example,
has been a long-standing issue, but engagement with 50 in their respective NDCs, Morocco noted that climate
climate change was infrequent until the late 1980s. From change would increase deaths “by 250 000 annually
the mid-2000s, national leaders began to focus on the between 2030 and 2050 due to malnutrition, malaria,
connections between health and climate change, with the diarrhea and heat-related stress”254 and Cambodia dis
proportion of leaders making these connections rising cussed the effects of climate change on “death, injury,
rapidly from 2007 and peaking in 2014 at 24%.
55 psychological disorders and damage to public health
Engagement in health and climate change continued infrastructure”.255 There were also references to the coto be led by the small island developing states, benefits of interventions; for instance, Saint Lucia
95%

100%

100%

1

NDCs referencing health (%)

100
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Indicator 5.5: corporate sector engagement in health
and climate change
Headline finding: in 2019, engagement in health and climate
change increased to 24% among health-care companies in the
UN Global Compact, although this engagement continues to
lag behind that of other sectors

Intersection

Climate change

Health

80
70
Proportion of companies (%)

referred to “human health benefits” among “co-benefits 1
associated with its [climate change] mitigation efforts”.256
Among the 135 NDCs considering health and climate
change, extreme weather events (eg, floods and droughts)
and food security were the most commonly cited topics, 5
with 70 (52%) discussing these links. The proportion of
NDCs discussing an exposure term in relation to health
was highest in the NDCs from countries in the SouthEast Asia region and was lowest in Europe. Examples
included Sri Lanka’s NDC that warned of “water borne 10
diseases” that “can increase due to extreme heat and
drought”257 and Nepal’s NDC that described “an increased
frequency of extreme weather events such as landslides,
floods and droughts resulting to the loss of human
lives”.258
15

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
2011
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Year

Figure 29: Proportion of health-care sector companies referring to climate
change, health, and the intersection of health and climate change
in Communication on Progress reports, 2011–19
20

2018 and 2019, the proportion of Wikipedia users
searching for articles that linked health and climate
The UN Global Compact is a platform supported by the change also increased. There is evidence of dynamic and
UN and created to promote environmental and social reinforcing relationships between these domains. Media
responsibility in the business sector.259 This platform 25 coverage increased at times of heightened political and
represents more than 10 000 companies from more than public engagement. As captured by Wikipedia use, there
160 countries. Focusing on the health-care sector, this was a spike in individual engagement in health and
indicator tracks engagement in health and climate change climate change in September, 2019, coinciding with
in the Communication on Progress reports that companies Greta Thunberg’s speech at the UN Climate Action
in the UN Global Compact submit each year (figure 29). 30 Summit.
Analysis was based on keyword searches of terms
However, beneath these trends are persisting
related to health and climate change in 20 775 annual inequalities in wealth and political influence. In both the
reports in the database of the UN Global Compact, and UN General Debate and the NDCs, engagement in
engagement in health and climate change was identified health and climate change is led by countries and regions
by use of natural language processing. Methods, data 35 that are affected most by the changing climate to which
sources, and further analyses are described in the they have contributed the least. At the same time, the
appendix (pp 219–228).
science of health and climate change continues to be led
This indicator points to an increase in engagement by high-income, high-emitting countries, which are
by the health-care sector in 2019, with 12 (24%) of mainly responsible for climate change.208,261
50 companies referring to the links between climate 40 Second, in absolute terms, climate change continues to
change and health (figure 30). However, other sectors be framed in ways that pay little attention to its health
had higher levels of engagement than did the health- dimensions. One-sixth of newspaper articles on climate
care sector, including the energy sector and the real change discuss its health dimensions; less than one-tenth
estate investment sector.
of scientific articles do so, as do less than a quarter of
45 health-care companies signed up to sustainable business
Conclusion
practices. In the political domain, health and climate
Public and political engagement is essential to curb fossil change are rarely connected by government leaders in
fuel consumption and limit the global temperature rise their speeches at the UN’s major global forum and,
to less than 1·5°C.260 Section 5 has examined indicators although most NDCs refer to health, the NDCs of
of engagement relating to the media, the public, the 50 countries with high per-capita carbon emissions,
scientific community, national governments, and the including EU countries and the USA, do not. Nonetheless,
corporate sector. Taken together, the analyses point to in key domains of engagement, the health dimensions of
two broad trends.
climate change are increasingly recognised, with media
First, engagement with health and climate change and scientific coverage rising more rapidly for health and
continues to increase. Between 2007 and 2019, newspaper 55 climate change than for climate change as a whole.
coverage increased by more than 50% and scientific
Despite the fact that underlying inequalities in the
journal output increased by more than 500%. Across drivers and effects of climate change remain, there is
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evidence that health is becoming increasingly central to
public and political engagement.

Conclusion: the 2020 report of The Lancet
Countdown

1 Contributors

The work for The Lancet Countdown was done by five working groups,
which were responsible for the design, drafting, and review of their
individual indicators and sections. All authors contributed to the overall
paper structure and concepts, and provided input and expertise to the
5 relevant sections. ER, CDN, NA, SA-K, JC, SD, LEE, IK, TK, DK, BL, YL,
ZL, RL, JM-U, CM, MM-L, KAM, MO, FO, MRa, JCS, LS, MT, JTr, and
BV contributed to Working Group 1. PB, DC-L, SCo, RD, KLE, LG, DG,
JH, PLK, MM, KM, TN, MN, MOS, MPJ, JR, and JS-G contributed to
Working Group 2. TO, IH, HK, MA, KB, CD, MDav, PD-S, ME, SH,
S-CH, GK, ML, JM, DP, RQ, JS, MS, JTa, PW, and MW contributed to
10 Working Group 3. PE, PD, and NH contributed to Working Group 4.
HG, PL, MB, WC, SCa, MDal, ND, PH, SG, LM, SJM, SM, and OP
contributed to Working Group 5. AC, HM, PG, NW, AM, MRo, and JB
provided coordination, strategic direction, and editorial support.

With the global average temperature having risen to
1·2°C more than that in preindustrial times, the
indicators contained in the 2020 report provide insights
into the health impacts of climate change today and in
the future. Extremes of heat affect vulnerable populations
the most, with some 296 000 deaths occurring as a result
of high temperatures in 2018 (indicator 1.1.3).
The climate suitability for the transmission of a range Declaration of interests
of infectious diseases—dengue fever, malaria, and those We declare no competing interests.
caused by Vibrio bacteria—has risen across the world 15 Acknowledgments
(indicator 1.3.1). At the same time, crop yield potential It is with great sadness that we acknowledge the passing of Peter Byass
has fallen for each of the major crops tracked, with dire and Georgina Mace, both of whom were instrumental to the formation
consequences anticipated for food-insecure populations of The Lancet Countdown and its ongoing scientific and strategic
direction. Peter, who was a world-leading global health expert, sat on the
(indicator 1.4.1).
board of The Lancet Countdown and co-chaired Working Group 2:
And yet, the global response has remained muted. 20 adaptation, planning, and resilience for health. Georgina, a worldThe carbon intensity of the global energy system has leading expert in biodiversity and ecosystems, was a member of The
been stable during the past three decades, and global Lancet Countdown’s Scientific Advisory Group. The Lancet Countdown’s
work was supported by an unrestricted grant from the Wellcome Trust
coal use for energy increased by 74% during the same (209734/Z/17/Z). We thank the Wellcome Trust, in particular
period (indicators 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). This rise has resulted Madeleine Thomson and Lukasz Aleksandrowicz, for financial and
in approximately 390 000 deaths from PM2·5 generated 25 strategic support, without which this research collaboration would not
by coal-fired power, with total global mortality for all be possible. The Lancet Countdown covered travel costs for meetings
related to the development of the paper. 13 of the authors (NW, AM,
ambient sources exceeding 3·01 million deaths, in 2018 MRo, JB, CDN, SC, HK, NH, PL, PD, GK, MA, and OP) were
(indicator 3.3). In the agricultural sector, emissions compensated for their time while working on the drafting and
from livestock grew by 16% from 2000 to 2017, with development of The Lancet Countdown’s report. The work of DG and
some 990 000 deaths occurring globally from excess red 30 PD-S was supported by the CGIAR Research Programme, Agriculture
for Nutrition and Health, and PD-S was also supported by the CGIAR
meat consumption in 2017 (indicators 3.5.1 and 3.5.2).
Livestock Research Programme. The work of MDav and JM was
In the face of these problems, the response from the supported by the Wellcome Trust’s Complex Urban Systems for
health profession continues to gain momentum. Sustainability and Health project (award code 209387/Z/17/Z). The work
Spending on health system adaptation continued to of TO was supported by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council Centre for Research in Energy Demand Solutions (grant
increase, rising by 12·7% in 2019 to $18·4 billion 35 number EP/R035288/1). The work of MS was supported by the
(indicator 2.4). In just more than 10 years, original Wellcome Trust’s Livestock, Environment and People project (award
research on health and climate change has increased by a number 205212/Z/16/Z). The work of MW was supported by the
Energy Research Centre. The work of YL and BV was supported by
factor of eight, and, in half that time, health institutions UK
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Applied
with total assets of $42 billion have divested their Sciences Program (grant numbers NNX16AQ28Q and 80NSSC19K0191).
holdings from fossil fuel industries (indicators 5.3 and 40 The content of this report is solely the responsibility of the authors and
4.2.3). Led by low-income countries, more governments does not necessarily represent the official views of NASA. JTr
acknowledges funding from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
are linking health and climate change in their annual Administration’s OceanWatch and Atlantic Oceanographic and
speeches at the UN General Debate and their NDCs Meteorological Laboratory. The work of RL was supported by the Royal
Society Dorothy Hodgkin Fellowship. The work of RD was supported by
under the Paris Agreement.
The public health and financial effects of COVID-19 45 the High Tide Foundation. The work of MPJ was supported by the
National Institutes of Health (grant number 1K99AG066949-01). While
will be felt for years to come, and efforts to protect and carrying out its work, The Lancet Countdown received invaluable
rebuild local communities and national economies will technical advice and input from several individuals, including
need to be robust and sustained. Despite concerning Heather Adair-Rohani and Lucia Fernandez Montoya (World Health
indicators across each section of this report, the Organization, Geneva, Switzerland); Simon Bennett and
Chiara Delmastro (International Energy Agency, Paris, France);
2021 UN Climate Change Conference presents an 50 Yossi Cadan (350.org, Oakland, CA, USA); Dung Phung (Griffith
opportunity for course correction and revitalised NDCs. University, Brisbane, QLD, Australia); Peter James (Harvard University,
The window of opportunity is narrow, and, if the Boston, MA, USA); Juan Gonzalo Uribe Piedrahita,
response to COVID-19 is not fully and directly aligned Sebastian Ramirez Ruiz, and Yuan Ting Lee (Hertie School, Berlin,
Germany); Brian Hoskins and Daniela Fecht (Imperial College London,
with national climate change strategies, the world will London, UK); Anna Mavrogianni (University College London, London,
be unable to meet its commitments under the Paris 55 UK); Midori Aoyagi and Kaori Doi (National Institute for Environmental
Agreement, damaging health and health systems today, Studies, Tsukuba, Japan); Kaixin Huang (Northeastern University,
Boston, MA, USA); Andreas Ytterstad and Anne Hege Simonsen (Oslo
and in the future.
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Metropolitan University, Oslo, Norway); Christofer Åström (Umeå
University, Umeå, Sweden); Isidro Jiménez Gómez (Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, Madrid, Spain); Rogelio Fernández Reyes
16
(Universidad de Sevilla, Seville, Spain); Gretchen Newby (University of
California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA); Ami Nacu-Schmidt,
Andrew Benham, David Oonk, Marisa McNatt, Jennifer Katzung,
5
17
Patrick Chandler, and Lauren Gifford (University of Colorado Boulder,
Boulder, CO, USA); Friederike Otto (University of Oxford, Oxford, UK);
Gabi Mocatta (University of Tasmania, Hobart, TAS, Australia);
18
Yasushi Honda (University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan);
Howard Frumkin, Christopher Boyer, and Eileen Kazura (University of
19
Washington, Seattle, WA, USA); and Amy Darfesky, Joshua Wallach,
10
and Saskia Comess (Yale University, New Haven, CT, USA).
Administrative, policy, and communications advice was provided by
20
Peter Chalkley (Energy and Climate Intelligence Unit, London, UK);
Paige Knappenberger (Climate Nexus, New York, NY, USA);
21
Anne Coleman, Emma-Louise Frost, and Andrew Child (The Lancet
Countdown); Laura Donovan (Malaria Consortium, London, UK);
15
and Anjuli Borgonha.
22
Editorial note: the Lancet Group takes a neutral position with respect to
territorial claims in published maps and institutional affiliations.
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